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Lot of 16 sewing stands in diverse materials (copper, wood, 
steel and bronze) with needle and pin cushion, thread reels and 
thimbles.

Rotating sewing stand with elm tangles, round base with central 
base and alabaster tips. It holds two thimbles. H: 28 cm. Base's 
diameter: 13 cm. Top's diameter: 24 cm.

Copper sewing stand made for 7 thread reels, fixed on a round 
walnut plinth and placed under a glass dome. The center of the 
plinth holds a thimble, needles and pins. H: 23 cm. Diameter: 15 
cm. United Kingdom – XXth Century.

Cherrywood sewing stand made for 8 thread reels. At its top, a 
bowl to carry thimbles. Five cherrywood thread reels are 
surmounted by ivory gripping balls. H: 32 cm. Base's diameter: 
19 cm. Second half of the XIXth Century.

Boxwood sewing stand for 9 thread reels with 2 copper thimbles 
and 1 suspended scissors. It is made in the shape of an abacus 
with three ranges of thread reels and is topped by a needle and 
pin cushion.

Lot of 5 round sewing stands (1 in wood, 3 in bakelite and 1 in 
steel) with thread reels and thimbles. USA/UK, end of the XIXth 
C.-beg. of the XXth C.

Two small enameled metal earth globes which hold 6 thread 
reels and 1 thimble. Diameter: 4,3 cm. United Kingdom, c. 
1910.

Allegorical presentation (probably the glory of the woman) of a 
small man dressed in black kneeling in front of an important 
woman holding up an enameled and golden earth globe. The 
latter carries 6 small thread reels and 1 thimble. H: 9 cm. W: 4,5 
cm. G

Lot of 7 sewing stands in diverse materials (wood, plastic, steel, 
copper) with thread reels and thimbles. Generally with round 
base. End of the XIXth C.- beg. of the XXth C.

Important varnished wood casket surmounted by a needle and 
pin cushion and fixed on a wooden frame. The latter presents a 
wooden hank sewing stand on each of its sides. The casket 
contains 1 thimble and 6 silver sewing tools. Casket: L: 21,2 
cm. W: 11 cm

Lot of 5 sewing stands in wood or copper with needle and pin 
cushion, thread reels and thimbles. On round or square base.

Lot of 4 sewing stands including 3 in wood and 1 in bakelite. 
They present thimbles, thread reels and other sewing 
accessories. XXth C.
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Rare antique Victorian pin cushion treen table sewing clamp. C. 
1840. H: 17 cm. W: 8 cm. Mid XIXth Century.

Antique Victorian treen and ivory sewing thread winder table top 
clamp. H: 24.5 cm. W: 6.8 cm.

Golden brass sewing clamp with pin cushion. H: 25.5 cm. W: 
4.5 cm.

Thread winder brass sewing clamp with 2 spools and a pin 
cushion. H: 19 cm. W: 12 cm. First half of the XIXth Century.

Golden metal sewing clamp with mirror and pin cushion. H: 17.5 
cm, W: 6 cm.

Thread winder table top steel clamp with 4 spools. End of the 
XIXth C.

Remarkable figural nickeled steel peacock sewing clamp with 
pin cushion. H: 27.5 cm, W: 7 cm.

Figural sculpted wooden hilarious woman's head, golden brass 
clamp with pin cushion. H: 21.5 cm W: 3 cm. Austria, first half of 
the XIXth C.

Figural silvery bronze dolphin sewing clamp with pin cushion. H: 
19.9 cm, W: 12.5 cm. Austria, beginning of the XIXth C.

Thread winder table top stel clamp with 2 spools. It bears the 
inscription "1751". H: 15 cm. W: 11.5 cm.

Antique figural cast brass mallard duck's head sewing clamp 
with pin cushion. Scandinavia, mid XIXth C. H: 20.5 cm. W: 15 
cm.

Antique figural steel dolphin sewing clamp. H: 15.5 cm. W: 13 
cm. Germany, 1840.

Vintage sewing bird, bronze and steel clamp. H: 21 cm. W: 10 
cm. First half of the XIXth C.

Two antique brass Waterman sewing birds sewing clamps. It 
bears the mark "Patented Feb. 15.1853". H: 14, W: 9.2 cm. 
USA, 1853.

Vintage bronze bird sewing clamp. H: 14.5 cm. W: 9.7 cm. USA, 
1853.

Lady's companion in mother-of-pearl, shaped as a rectangle 
and decorated by a crown on its front side. The lid bears a 
copper plate with the inscription "from WB to PV". It holds 9 
objects: 1 mirror on a mahogany support, 1 ivory notepad, 1 
ivory and stee

Palais Royal. A carriage of two golden metal donkeys with 
golden metal and mother of pearl egg thimble holder. H: 4.5 cm. 
L: 11.5 cm. W: 4 cm. United Kingdom, end of the XIXth C.
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Palais Royal. Goat carriage with egg thimble holder. In golden 
metal and mother of pearl. On alabaster base. Base: L: 8.5 cm, 
W: 5.2 cm. United Kingdom, end of the XIXth C.

Case in the shape of two cylindrical tubes made in golden 
bronze and plastic imitating mother-of-pearl. Contains 1 silver 
thimble and 1 crystal bottle with silver cork. H: 7.5 cm, L: 8 and 
W: 4.3 cm.

Thimble holder in the shape of a shield in mother-of-pearl. 
Decorated with painted garlands of flowers. H: 5.5 cm. W: 4.5 
cm. Second half of the XIXth C.

Palais Royal. A carriage of two golden metal donkeys with egg 
thimble holder. The ensemble is fixed on an alabaster base. 
Base: L: 13.5 cm, W: 8.3 cm. United Kingdom, end of the XIXth 
C.

Palais Royal compendium. Mother-of-pearl thimble holder and 
needle case decorated with gold circles. The thimble is screwed 
on top. L: 10.8 cm.

Small oval box in golden metal for sewing accessories. Mother-
of-pearl lid and elements on the box's circumference. Contains 
4 golden metal sewing tools for a young girl. H: 7 cm, L:9.5 cm, 
W: 6cm.

Lady's companion in mother-of-pearl finely engraved with floral 
pattern and birds. The lid is decorated with a monogram formed 
by the letters H and N. The inside, covered in violet satin, 
presents 8 elements: 1 perfume flask with silver cork, 1 satin 
fold

Polished shell transformed in a sewing case. The lid is 
decorated with a monogram of interlaced letters. Contains steel 
scissors, 4 mother-of-pearl tools: 1 thimble, 1 needle case, 1 
and 1 stiletto and 1 ribbon threader. L: 11.5cm, W: 7cm. 
Second half o

Thimble holder sailboat in mother-of-pearl, golden metal and 
shell. Decoration of painted flowers and inscription "Jubilaums 
Ausstellung – Wien 1898". Young sailor in porcelain on the 
deck. H: 9.8cm, L: 8.5cm, W: 4.2cm. 1898.

Thimble holder sailboat in mother-of-pearl, golden metal and 
shell. Bears the inscription "Souvenir de Spa". Young sailor in 
porcelain on the deck. H: 15cm, L: 10cm, W: 4.4cm. France, 
1880/1890

Two thimble holders sailboats in mother-of-pearl, golden metal 
and shell. It bears the inscriptions "Blankenberghe" and 
"Souvenir de l'exposi…" (Unreadable). H: 8.5cm, L: 8 cm, W: 
4.1cm for the first one. H: 9.5cm, L: 8.5cm, W: 4.3cm for the 
other. France
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Thimble holder sailboat in shell, golden metal and mother-of-
pearl with the inscription: "Toulon". H: 17cm, L: 12 cm, W: 6cm. 
France, 1880-1890

Thimble holder sailboat in mother-of-pearl, golden metal and 
shell. Decoration of painted flowers and inscription "Souvenir de 
Maastricht". H: 10.5cm, L: 10cm, W: 4.5cm. France, 1880-1890

Small shell with golden metal sewing accessories. H: 3.5 cm, L: 
4.7cm, W: 4cm.

Thimble holder sailboat in mother-of-pearl, golden metal and 
shell. H: 13.4cm, L: 14.2cm, W: 4.2cm. France, 1880/1890

Thimble holder sailboat in mother-of-pearl, golden metal and 
shell. Decoration of painted flowers and inscription "Ostende". 
H: 12cm, L: 10.5cm, W: 3.5cm. France, 1880/1890

Remarkable sewing box in mother-of-pearl, bronze and wood. 
The inside covered with blue satin and presents 11 sewing tools 
in mother-of-pearl: 5 thread reels, a thimble, a penknife, a 
needle case, scissors, a measuring tape and a ribbon threader. 
H: 6cm,

Thimble holder casket in shagreen for one mother-of-pearl 
thimble. H: 3 cm. End of the XVIII/Beginning of the XIXth C.

Wooden sewing box covered in dark blue velvet. Its lid is in 
mother-of-pearl and is finely engraved with flower garlands and 
birds. The box rests on four feet and presents golden chains. It 
presents 4 silver-gilt tools: 1 thimble, 1 ribbon threader, 1 sc

Octagonal thimble holder case in mother-of-pearl and golden 
metal. H: 3.8cm and W: 3cm.

Palais Royal.Exceptional sewing box in the shape of a lyre 
which holds sewing tools in mother-of-pearl. The nail studded 
mahogany and satin sounding board has its opening decorated 
with mother-of-pearl lace. Two mirrors can be found, one under 
the lid an

Important French Palais Royal mother of peal egg sewing 
necessaire with gilt bronze tools. The base is decorated with 4 
tortoiseshell ovals. H: 27 cm, W of the base: 11cm. France, mid 
XIXth C.

Important casket in black lacquered wood. The top of the lid is 
incrusted with bronze and mother-of-pearl elements which form 
flower garlands. In the center, a cartouche in bronze presents 
the initials L.M. Inside, 5 silver-gilt instruments: scissors, thi
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Important casket in black lacquered wood. The top of the lid 
bears bronze and mother-of-pearl incrustations which form a 
flower bouquet. There are 5 silver-gilt sewing tools: a thimble, 
scissors, a needle case, a stiletto and a ribbon threader. L: 
12.3cm

Palais Royal.Psyché mirror in golden bronze and mother-of-
pearl garnished with pearls. A music box is a part of the base, 
which is completed by a small drawer. Inside the drawer, there 
are 6 sewing tools in steel and mother-of-pearl: thimble, 
scissors, n

Palais Royal. Rectangular casket garnished with red morocco 
enhanced on all sides with golden garlands and geometric 
patterns. The lid is decorated with a mother-of-pearl plate which 
bears in its center an ecu in gold 750 °/°°. It contains 8 mother-
of-pea

Palais Royal. Rectangular casket garnished with red morocco. 
Its lid is decorated by garlands of foliage. Inside, 6 sewing tools 
in steel and mother-of-pearl: thimble, scissors, 2 small thread 
reels. L: 12.2 cm, W: 6.8cm, H: 2.4 cm. France, circa 1830.

Palais Royal. Rectangular casket garnished with red morocco. 
Decorated on every side with golden garlands of foliage. The 
feet are in ivory. 7 tools in mother-of-pearl, gold and steel: 1 
thimble, 1 needle case, scissors, 1 ribbon threader, 1 stiletto 
and

Palais Royal. Rectangular casket garnished with brown 
morocco. Slightly timeworn. The casket carries one crystal 
bottle, 6 tools in mother-of-pearl, gold and steel: 1 thimble, 2 
small thread reels, 1 needle for ribbon and 1 winder. L: 12 cm, 
W: 6.5 cm, H:

Palais Royal. Chestnut box with a lid decorated with mother-of-
pearl. It contains 10 sewing tools: 2 winders and 2 small thread 
reels, 1 thimble, 1 stiletto, scissors, 1 earspoon, 1 ribbon 
threader and 1 beautiful needle case decorated with 2 pansies. 
L:

Palais Royal. Rectangular casket garnished with red morocco 
and enhanced with gold. Presented in the shape of coupled 
books. It holds 7 tools in mother-of-pearl: 1 thimble, 1 stiletto, 1 
crystal bottle, 1 needle case, scissors, 1 ribbon threader and 1 
w

Palais Royal. Curved walnut burl box with a steel handle. It 
rests on four mother-of-pearl feet. The removable platter holds 
8 sewing tools: 2 winders, 1 ribbon threader, 1 mother-of-pearl 
thimble, 1 crystal bottle, 1 stiletto, 1 needle case and scissors
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Rectangular casket with round corners. Wooden structure 
covered with sandpaper. It holds 10 usual sewing tools in 
mother-of-pearl and steel, amongst which we find 1 nail file and 
1 penknife.

Important rectangular casket with round corners, wooden 
structure covered in brown leather. It holds 12 usual sewing 
tools in mother-of-pearl and steel, amongst which we find 
scissors and diverse button hooks and stilettoes. L: 17.2 cm, W: 
8.2 cm and H:

Important rectangular casket with a wooden structure covered in 
sandpaper. It holds 3 steel tools: a button hook, a thimble and 
scissors as well as a mother-of-pearl penknife and 3 tools of 
which the handle is in mother-of-pearl: the button hook, the sti

Similar casket as the previous one. Holds 10 steel and mother-
of-pearl tools as well as 3 needle packs. L: 17.0 cm, W: 10.8cm, 
H: 2.2cm.

Important rectangular casket with round corners. Wooden 
structure covered in black leather. It holds 12 diverse usual 
sewing tools in steel and mother-of-pearl as well as scissors, 
stilettoes and button hooks. L: 17cm, W: 8.6cm, H: 2.6cm. 
United Kingdom,

Palais Royal. Rectangular wooden sewing box with a curved 
and studded lid. It holds 7 mother-of-pearl instruments: 2 small 
thread reels, 1 ribbon threader, scissors, 1 thimble, 1 needle 
case, 1 stiletto and 1 scent bottle. L: 18.5 cm, W: 8cm, H: 6cm. 
Fran

Oval casket resting on 4 feet linked between them by a 
structure in golden metal. It is decorated by 16 mother-of-pearl 
valves. The lid is in thick glass. It holds 5 sewing tools in golden 
steel and 2 glass flasks on the top of which are painted scenes 
o

Palais Royal. Walnut burl sewing box with a curved lid 
decorated in its center by a mother-of-pearl oval. It contains 1 
crystal bottle and 6 ivory sewing tools: 1 stiletto, 1 needle case, 
scissors, 1 thimble, 1 ribbon threader and 1 winder. L: 13.6 cm,

Palais Royal. Lemon tree sewing box with a shaped lid 
decorated with a floral pattern. It rests on four ivory feet. It holds 
5 mother-of-pearl instruments: 1 small thread spool, 1 ribbon 
threader, scissors, 1 thimble, 1 needle case and 1 crystal bottle. 
L

Mother-of-pearl and golden bronze box on feet with central 
drawer which contains 5 sewing tools in golden metal: thimble, 
scissors, ribbon threader, stiletto and needle case. The lid is 
topped by a bronze pastille covered with stones. L: 11.2 cm, W: 
7.8cm
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Palais Royal. Rectangular walnut sewing box. The lid is 
decorated with a mother-of-pearl rectangle on which are 
inscribed two interlaced initials. The needle cushion bears a 
classical decoration of red roses. The box contains 1 crystal 
bottle and 10 moth

Palais Royal. Mahogany and walnut burl traveller's necessaire 
with a central oval plate in mother-of-pearl. The removable 
mirror beneath the lid hides a letter holder. The sewing platter 
contains 11 sewing tools such as: 1 thimble, 1 Carquois 
scissors, 1

Palais Royal. Exceptional rectangular walnut burl lady traveling 
kit which contains 30 sewing tools in mother-of-pearl, ivory, 
bone, steel, glass and porcelain all of which are distributed on 3 
storeys. The tools are decorated with a gold ecu. It is also

Palais Royal. Rectangular sewing box in walnut burl decorated 
in the center of its lid by a mother-of-pearl plate. It rests on four 
ivory feet and contains the usual sewing tools (11) such as: 
steel scissors, 1 thimble, 2 clamps, 2 winders, 1 needle case

Rectangular Amboyna sewing box bearing an enamelled plate 
on the top of its lid. It contains sewing and embroidery tools, 
beauty and writing items. The inside of the lid presents a 
removable mirror. The tools are in mother-of-pearl and vermeil. 
L: 26.8 c

Wooden necessaire of which the lid is decorated with a painted 
pastoral scene. It is equipped with an intern mirror. It contains 5 
silver sewing tools in Biedermeyer's style. L: 13.5cm, W: 10cm. 
Austria, circa 1850.

Wooden necessaire of which the lid is decorated with a painted 
scene. It is equipped with an intern mirror. It contains 6 silver 
sewing tools in Biedermeyer's style and 1 mother-of-pearl 
winder. L: 15.8cm, W: 11cm, H: 4.5cm. Probably German.

Rare enameled etui called a "savonnette". The cover presents a 
gallant scene with two characters in the park of a castle. The 
back cover presents a closer view of the castle. On its silk 
inside are laid 5 silver tools: 1 thimble, 1 stiletto, scissors, 1

Trapezoidal etui in painted mahogany and light wood which 
represents a courtesan on the front cover and a flower bouquet 
on the back cover. It contains: 5 silver tools. L: 12.7 cm, W: 6.8 
cm. France.
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Rectangular lacquered wooden box. Its lid is decorated with 
typical Russian village scenes. It contains 18 wood thimbles 
painted with diverse patterns. Russian craft. L: 22.7 cm, W: 
16.8cm, H: 4cm. Russia, end of the XXth C.

Rectangular wooden casket, its lid is decorated by a colored 
glass oval enhanced with gold. It presents the panorama of a 
city (Paris). The inside of the lid presents a mirror and a silky 
cushion on which rest 6 silver tools and 2 mother-of-pearl 
winders

Enameled golden metal thimble holder in the shape of an egg. 
Pink and white background decorated with golden garlands and 
painted flowers. The enameled thimble has the same 
decoration. Diameter: 3.5 cm, H: 5.5cm. United Kingdom, circa 
1780.

Rare crystal bottle topped by a silver-gilt thimble. The silver-gilt 
bottleneck is engraved with patterns of foliage. At the bottom of 
the bottle, a compartment is designed to receive alum powder 
which, mixed with water, has hemostatic properties. H: 10.5

Rectangular ivory casket of which the lid is decorated with a 
miniature representing a young woman. It is circled with golden 
metal. Contains 5 gold tools. L: 10.5 cm, W: 6 cm. Paris, circa 
1860.

Chatelaine accessory in filigreed silver, thimble holder and 
needle case. A steel thimble has been added afterwards. 
Diameter of the thimble holder: 1.9cm. L: 7.5cm. Probably from 
the United Kingdom, 1740-1770.

Chatelaine accessory in filigreed silver composed of a thimble 
that is screwed on the support of a salt flask made in midnight 
blue glass. There is a measuring tape at its bottom. L: 3.5cm, 
Diameter: 2 cm. United Kingdom, circa 1830.

Cylindrical case in bone with two removable lids decorated with 
leather bands covered with painted symbolic scenes. They are 
topped by a chiseled silver pastille. It can serve as a thread 
spool holder, a thimble holder and a needle case. L: 14cm, 
Diameter

Real shagreen box with a brass and golden metal structure. It 
presents a sewing kit that holds 4 small items in golden metal 
and a needle case in vermeil. H: 5cm, W: 6cm, l: 4.5cm. 
France.

Purple shagreen case with a copper structure. On its front 
cover, a small oval painting of an unidentified monument (very 
small size) under glass. H: 9.5 cm, W (bottom): 3.8 cm, W (top): 
4.8cm.
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Finely chiseled silver urn decorated with small red and green 
stones, in its original casket. Its intern rim holds the pins and it 
contains a thread spool holder, silver needles and 1 thimble. H: 
5.3cm, L: 3.5cm. Austro-Hungarian origin. First half of the

Chatelaine (equipage) accessoire item, thimble holder and 
needle case. L: 9 cm. Holland, circa 1814.

Filigreed silver thimble holder in the shape on an egg. H: 24cm, 
W (center): 1.7cm. United Kingdom, first half of the XIXth C.

Chatelaine accessory in the shape of a weaved basket. Its 
intern rim holds the pins and carries a central needle case on 
which slide 2 silver thread reels and 1 thimble. H: 6cm, W: 6cm. 
Holland, 1845.

Thimble holder needles and thread reels in the shape of a 
removable and articulated fish. L: 13.9cm, W: 2cm. Germany, 
XIXth C.

Coach in turtle shell and mother-of-pearl bands. It is mounted 
on a bronze and golden metal structure and pulled by a golden 
metal donkey. It contains 5 golden metal sewing items. H: 
11.5cm, L: 21cm, W: 7.5cm. France.

Needle case and thimble holder in steel covered in studded 
leather. It contains one silver thimble. It has been designed to 
be hanged thanks to the ring at its top. L: 8 cm. Beg. of the 
XVIIIth C.

Filigreed silver thimble screwed on a silver base. It contains a 
small perfume bottle in midnight blue glass. Under the base is 
the following inscription: "The gift of her dear Mother who Died 
the 24 of March 1815, aged 40 Years". Posthumous present of 
a

Lot of 4 small sewing kits and thimble holders covered in 
multicolored pearls. USA and UK. Mid XIXth C.

Silver compendium with a "nid d'abeille" decoration. It contains 
4 elements: thimble, 2 thread reels, needle case, seal with the 
monogram FRD. H: 7.3cm. Germany, 1720-1740.

Silver compendium with a decoration of lines and chevrons. It 
contains 5 elements: thimble, 1 thread spool, needle case, seal 
and a wax container. H: 7.4cm. Probably from Holland.

Silver compendium with a "nid d'abeille" decoration. It contains 
6 elements: thimble, 2 thread reels, needle case, seal, wax 
container. H: 9.2cm. Germany, 1780.
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Silver compendium with a decoration of foliage and swirls. It 
used to contain 6 elements: thimble, 2 thread reels (missing), 
needle case, seal and wax container. H: 11cm. Probably 
English, 1780-1790.

Silver-gilt compendium decorated with geometric patterns, 
constituted by 4 elements divided in 2 different parts: the first 
one, body of 3 elements, contains silver thread reels, the wax 
container and the needle case. The silver thimble (actually 2 
thimbl

Amulet bracelet in gold 18k (750 °/°°) decorated with many 
turquoises. It is made of 5 different rings and a gold thimble also 
decorated with turquoises. Traditionally, turquoise is associated 
with purity and chastity whereas gold is associated with life

Amulet bracelet in silver and silver-gilt with turquoise pearls and 
semi-precious stones. It is made of many chains of which three 
are ended by a thimble. Rare jewel. L: 38 cm. Turkmenistan, 
XXth C.

Five silver rings decorated with semi-precious stones and silver 
thimbles. Different lengths, from 7.5 cm to 13 cm. 
Turkmenistan, end of the XIXth C.

Casket in tortoise shell with bronze structure and feet. It 
contains 3 tools in ivory and 1 steel thimble. L: 6.8 cm, W: 3.9 
cm, H: 4.1 cm. Second half of the XIXth C.

Casket in blond tortoise shell with a delicate bronze structure. It 
contains 1 silver thimble, 1 needle cushion, 1 crystal bottle with 
silver cork (hallmark: wild boar head) and 2 packs of needles. L: 
8.3 cm, W: 5 cm, H: 6 cm. Germany, 1860/1880

Rectangular box in black lacquered wood. Red inlaid lid with 
copper in the style of Boulle. It is framed by a brass border 
sculpted in relief. The platter presents 5 silver-gilt tools (wild 
boar head hallmarked): 1 thimble, 1 scissors, 1 stiletto, 1 ribbo

Casket in the shape of a cushion. It is made out of blonde shells 
in a bronze structure and rests on a bronze and marble base. It 
contains a ribbon threader and a mother-of-pearl case, scissors 
partly in mother-of-pearl, 1 stiletto with a mother-of-pearl

Remarkable rectangular case with an ebony structure recovered 
in polished shagreen. The frame of the intern sides are in dark 
shells.

Octagonal thimble holder made out of light shells and ivory 
plates. H: 3.7 cm, W: 3.0 cm. United Kingdom, +- 1850.
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Lady's companion in light tortoise shell on a yellow copper 
structure. Copper oval on its front side. The interior of the lid 
presents a needle cushion in a copper frame. It contains 7 
yellow copper instruments: 1 pair of steel scissors, 1 copper 
thimble,

Black lacquered rectangular casket with round corners. Its 
bronze lid is inlaid in the style of Boule and is decorated with 
hexagonal patterns in silver and in red tortoise shell. Contains 4 
steel sewing tools. L: 11.2 cm, W: 5.7 cm. France, 1863.

Small pot in tortoise shell in a golden bronze framework. 
Thimble holder. H: 4 cm, Diameter: 3.7 cm. France, 2nd half of 
the XIXth C.

Rectangular box in tortoise shell in a golden bronze framework. 
Contains sewing items for children in golden metal: thimble, 
needle case, stiletto and ribbon threader. L: 6cm, W: 4.5cm, H: 
3.5cm.

Miniature ovoid casket in tortoise shell with a poly-lobbed frame. 
Golden metal structure. The feet are sculpted in relief and the 
lid is decorated with fruits and flowers. It contains 3 sewing tools 
in golden metal: thimble, needle case, scissors. L: 7.

Miniature sewing table in tortoise shell on feet and in a golden 
metal framework. It is decorated with 4 applied lion heads on 
each corner. It holds a copper thimble and a removable intern 
platter with 3 miniature tools in tortoise shell and steel. H: 7 c

Thimble holder in light tortoise shell molded on wood. Ivory 
plates come and reinforce the ensemble. H: 5 cm, W: 3.5cm. 
United Kingdom, +- 1850.

Basket in light tortoise shell in a golden bronze framework. The 
removable platter presents 4 miniature tools in steel and golden 
metal: thimble, needle case, scissors and stiletto. L: 7.0cm, W: 
3.8cm, H: 3.6cm. Half of the XIXth C.

Rare chatelaine in pomponne and engraved mother-of-pearl. It 
is made of 5 elements which present a perfect symmetry: 
central scissor case, two identical thimble holder urns, two long 
cases (one carries a button hook and the other carries needles). 
L: 17.5

Two urns in pomponne, thimble holders. Items of a chatelaine. 
France, 1730.

Ormolu chatelaine decorated with a theatrical allegory. It is 
made of 2 urns (one for wax and one for a thimble) decorated 
with flower patterns as well as a central case which presents 2 
comic characters. The central case carries 7 items: 1 ormolu 
and st
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126

1000 1200

127
150 200

128
350 400

129

1000 1500

130

800 1000

131
200 300

132

1000 1500

133

1500 2000

134

400 500

135

50 60

136
50 60

Chatelaine in pomponne with a Rococco decoration dedicated 
to music. It is composed of 3 elements: a thimble holder urn 
with its original ormolu thimble, a needle and pin holder in velvet 
and ormolu, a central case for sewing items such as scissors in 
orm

Two thimble holders urns in pomponne. Items of a chatelaine. 
United Kingdom, +- 1750.

Ivory bell on an ivory base circled with gold. It contains 1 crystal 
bottle with a gold cork and 1 silver thimble. H: 4.6 cm, diameter: 
4.8 cm. France, circa 1780.

Ormolu chatelaine with a buckle decorated with a flower basket. 
It presents 4 elements decorated with flowers and angels: 1 
thimble holder urn in ormolu, 1 scissor case, 1 needle case, 1 
second wax urn. L: 35.8 cm. United Kingdom, second half 
XVIIIth C.

Silver and pomponne chatelaine composed of 4 elements: a 
needle case, a thimble and a thimble holder, an urn and a 
mechanical pencil. The central part bears a portrait (which 
might be that of Louis XVI) suspended by two chains. The 
buckles and plates are

Trapezoidal case in dark lacquered wood with bronze, ivory and 
turtle shell incrustations. It contains 5 steel tools. L: 12.2, W: 
6.2cm, France.

Important trapezoidal case in blond tortoise shell. It is moldered 
on a wooden structure and thin ivory plates which form the 
frame the interior part of the case, covered in light blue velvet. A 
small silver cartouche has been placed on the lid. It contai

Rectangular box with a wooden structure covered in tortoise 
shell. Mother-of-pearl, ivory, tin and brass incrustations of flower 
patterns and vases. In the center of the lid figure the initials 
"CFvZ". These incrustations also figure on the front and the

Large box in straw marquetry with symbolic patterns on the 
corners and a large flower bouquet at the center of its lid. A first 
removable platter presents two needle cushions and 4 
compartments decorated with flowers and musical instruments. 
The second on

Thimble holder cup in darken wood topped by a needle and pin 
cushion. The body is inlaid and decorated with a floral 
decoration with the mention "Torino". H: 7.5cm. Diameter: 
3.9cm. Italy.

Cylindrical thimble holder in straw marquetry. Polychrome 
decoration of geometric patterns. H: 5cm, diameter: 2cm. XIXth 
C.
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137

150 200

138
50 80

139
500 600

140

500 600

141

400 500

142

600 800

143
150 200

144
200 250

145

30 50

146
30 50

147
30 50

148
30 50

Small sewing box in straw marquetry decorated with foliage and 
flowers. It contains 7 small thread reels and a steel thimble. L: 
11.8 cm. W: 7.4cm, H: 4.8cm. France, end of the XIXth C – 
beginning of the XXth C.

Sweet grass small basket with a thimble holder top. Made by 
Native Americans. Diameter: 2.5cm, H: 2.9cm. USA, +- 1880.

Sewing box in straw marquetry with three drawers and two 
needle and pin cushions. L: 21.8cm, W: 14.7cm, H: 7.2cm. 
France, XIXth C.

Sewing box with a wooden structure decorated with an ivory, 
steel and stones mosaic. Same decoration inside. It contains 
thread reels, a needle and pin cushion, an ivory thimble and 
other closed compartments. The exterior structure is slightly 
damaged. L:

Sewing box with a wooden structure decorated with an ivory, 
steel and stones mosaic. Same decoration inside. It rests on 
four round ivory feet. Sandalwood sewing platter. L: 22.5cm, W: 
17.5cm, H: 8.5cm. British India, +- 1830.

Impressive sandalwood sewing box in the shape of a 
sarcophagus. It is framed with stones and ivory bands. The lid 
and all sides are decorated with fine sculptures which illustrate 
elephant hunting and other animals in a luxurious exotic décor. 
Two lateral

Lot of 10 painted terracotta statuettes of sailors/fishermen 
which carry thimble holders. France, beg. of the XXth C.

Lot of 9 painted terracotta figurines of couples of fishermen and 
fishermen/sailors' wives with a basket thimble holder.

Lot of two thimble holders, one small terracotta pot (H: 5.5cm) 
and one colored terracotta elephant with a needle and pin 
cushion. H: 14cm, L: 19cm, W: 8.2cm. Austria, beginning of the 
XXth C.

Porcelain elephant with a double thimble holder and a needle 
and pin cushion. H: 8cm, L: 11cm, W: 4.3cm. Germany, +- 
1920.

Thimble holder in the shape of an oval pin and needle cushion 
on which is placed a slipper. W: 6.5 cm, H: 3.5 cm, L: 8.5 cm.

Porcelain hand, thimble holder and other sewing items. H: 
8.5cm, L: 15cm, W: 7cm.
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149
30 50

150

30 50

151
250 300

152

200 300

153

150 200

154
150 200

155
80 100

156

50 60

157
40 60

158

200 300

159

40 60

160
30 50

161
50 60

Porcelain cup converted in a thimble holder and mounted on a 
golden metal structure decorated with cherubs. H: 7 cm, L: 9 
cm, W: 7 cm.

Silky fabric bust thimble holder underneath a porcelain doll's 
head covered by a velvet hat. The hat bears pins and needles. 
H: 10.5 cm, base's diameter: 10 cm. Germany, XIXth C.

Lot of a dozen porcelain thimble holders in the shape of 
figurines, hands, egg or cylindrical cases. XXth C.

Rare sewing box in the shape of a casket with a golden metal 
structure. It rests on four feet and has a curved lid in porcelain. 
Decoration of roses and cherubs on light blue background. 
There are 5 vermeil sewing instruments: thimble, scissors, 
needle ca

Porcelain egg on bronze base. Its structure is in golden metal 
and presents a mechanism that opens the object laterally and 
symmetrically. Once open, the egg presents a small platter 
which holds sewing tools such as a thimble, scissors, a stiletto 
and a

Paris porcelain pot which serves as a thimble holder, with 
needle and pin cushion. Diameter: 8.5 cm, H: 11.5 cm. France.

Houffalize
Sitting dog holding a hat, colored porcelain. H: 14.5 cm. XXth C, 
Belgium.

Pair of porcelain hooves which hold needles and are reunited 
by a porcelain thimble holder. The ensemble is attached on a 
vertical copper support fixed in an alabaster ring. Decorated 
with vines leaves. H: 13 cm, L of the base: 7.8 cm. 1870/1880

Couple of porcelain children with thimble holders and needle 
and pin cushions. H: 8.5 cm, L: 8 cm, W: 4 cm. Germany, end 
of the 1990s.

Enigmatic and humoristic porcelain statue of a character with 
top hat on base. He is carried by six individuals showing us their 
behinds which are also needle and pin cushions. Diameter of 
the base: 12 cm, H: 17.5 cm. Austria.

Small porcelain statue of a Chinese character sitting cross-
legged and holding a needle case. The pot next to him serves 
as a thimble holder. Base: L: 7 cm, W: 8 cm. H: 5.5 cm.

Porcelain figurine of a "washerwoman" with a thimble holder 
basket. No mark. W: 6.5 cm, L: 9.5 cm, H: 11 cm.

Lot of 7 small porcelain thimble holders including one in the 
shape of a shoe. USA and France.
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162

40 60

163
100 150

164
100 150

165
100 150

166
20 30

167
20 30

168
20 30

169
200 300

170 Lot of 64 thimble holders in shape of eggs, differently painted.
80 100

171
30 40

172
40 60

173
80 100

174
30 50

175 Entirely sculpted ivory set. H: 7 cm, D: 3 cm. 30 50

176
20 30

177
50 80

178
30 50

Lot of two sewing accessories: a porcelain needle case and 
thimble holder and a porcelain figurine of a sitting woman, with 
needle and pin cushion. Thread spool inside and thimble behind 
the figurine.

Small round opaline box circled and decorated with garlands in 
golden metal. Converted into a thimble holder. Diameter: 6 cm, 
H: 5 cm. United Kingdom, 1850.

Small round opaline box on base converted in a thimble holder 
(silver thimble). Central diameter: 6.5 cm, H: 6 cm. 1850.

Canton box with golden metal scissors and thimble. L: 3.5 cm, 
W: 6 cm, H: 6.5 cm.

Lot of 2 porcelain figurines, one of a boy praying and one of a 
girl with rabbit. Germany, 1990s.

Lot of a pair of porcelain thimble holders in the shape of hens 
and a small porcelain thimble holder in the shape of a pigeon.

Lot of a two porcelain thimble holders in the shape of an 
elephant and a child. XXth C.

Lot of a dozen porcelain thimble holders with cushion in diverse 
forms: mushrooms, leaf, figurines, clogs, small animals, etc.

Porcelain statue representing an aged sewing lady at work. 
Thimble holder and steel thimble. H: 16.2 cm, L: 10.5 cm, W: 
9.8 cm.

Lot of 3 sewing kits in resin and porcelain, one in the shape of a 
rabbit.

Capo di Monde
Porcelain statue of a sewing lady at work with a sewing box and 
machine. Diameter of the base: 21 cm, H: 20 cm. Italy.

Lot of a cylindrical thimble holder in bone with needle cushion 
and interior mirror as well as an ivory sewing set.

Lot of 2 sculpted bone cylindrical cases made for needles and 
thimbles. L: 12 cm and 13 cm, D: 2.3 cm and 1.8 cm, second 
half of the XIXth C.

Finely sculpted ivory urn which contains an ivory thimble. The 
lid can be unscrewed and contains a needle holder. H: 9.5 cm, 
D: 3 cm. Dieppe, XIXth C.

Ivory thimble holder in the shape of an urn with a lid. H: 6.3 cm, 
D: 2.8 cm. United Kingdom, beginning of the XIXth C.
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179

80 100

180
1000 1500

181
30 50

182
400 600

183
400 600

184

100 150

185
60 80

186
40 60

187
40 60

188
30 50

189

400 600

190

250 300

191

100 150

192

350 400

193
50 60

Cylindrical case in copper and ivory presenting an Art Nouveau 
like relief of a woman with the following inscription: 
"AUTOMNE". H: 7.7 cm, D: 2.5 cm. France, end of the XIXth C.

Sculpted ivory figurine on a plinth bearing the following sewing 
tools: ribbon threader, thimble, scissors. H: 10 cm, D: 4.8 cm. 
Russia, XIXth C.

Ivory thimble holder in the shape of a basket holding a needle 
and pin cushion. Under the needle cushion is a mirror. H: 4.7 
cm, D: 3.5 cm, XIXth C.

Carved Dieppe ivory sewing clamp with pin cushion. H: 21.8 
cm, W: 8 cm. France, beginning of the XIXth C.

Exceptional ebony, ivory and amber sewing clamp with pin 
cushion figuring a man's head. H: 25 cm.

Cylindrical ivory case finely chiseled and sculpted with birds, 
flowers and hearts. Inside, a needle case can also receive two 
thread reels and a thimble. Base's diameter: 2.7 cm. H: 10 cm. 
Dieppe, XVIIIth C.

Ivory and silver thimble holder in the shape of an apple. H: 5 
cm, W: 5 cm.

Ivory octagonal thimble holder in the shape of a box with ivory 
thimble. H: 3.2 cm, W: 2.4 cm.

Ivory urn. H: 6.5 cm, D: 3.2 cm. France, beginning of XIXth C.

Ivory thimble holder in the shape of an urn with a lid topped by a 
cross. H: 3.9 cm, D: 2.6 cm.

Ivory case with a Shibayama decoration of flowers and insects. 
It holds a thimble (hallmarked) and a pair of silver-gilt and steel 
scissors. L: 8.4 cm, W: 4.2 cm. France, c. 1870.

Ivory thimble holder in the shape of an egg with a decoration of 
dots and circles. Matching ivory thimble. L: 5 cm, D: 3.3 cm. 
United Kingdom, beginning of the XIXth C.

Rectangular wooden sewing casket with details in steel and 
mother-of-pearl. The casket holds a cushion in silk decorated 
with flowers. There are 7 sewing instruments: a steel ribbon 
threader and scissors, a penknife and thimble in bone, a stiletto, 
a need

Oval casket in ivory and silver with bronze details. Decorated 
with flowers in relief. It contains 5 sewing tools in silver-gilt 
(hallmarked). L: 9.9 cm, W: 5.7 cm. France, 1875-1885.

Little companion, "cousette" with sculpted head of a hound. H: 8 
cm.
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194
80 100

195
800 1000

196
100 150

197 Lot of 4 thimble holders in ivory and bone, in the shape of eggs.
150 200

198 Lot of 6 bone and ivory thimble holders in the shape of acorns.
200 250

199
800 1000

200
100 150

201
250 300

202
200 250

203
200 250

204
200 250

205
200 250

206
250 300

207

150 200

208
200 300

209

400 600

Ebony and ivory barrel on base, serves as thimble holder and 
thread spool. Base's diameter: 7 cm. H: 12 cm.

Ivory thimble holder and needle composed of 7 screwed parts 
with a thimble at its top. L: 31.5 cm. Dieppe, mid XVIIth C.

Rectangular box in precious wood which presents 7 sewing 
tools in steel and painted ivory. L: 18.9 cm, W: 10.5 cm. Second 
half of the XIXth C.

Oval ivory casket with 6 gold tools (750°/°°). L: 11.6 cm, W: 6 
cm, GW: 25.4 g. France, circa 1860.

Rectangular ivory casket with silver thimble and vermeil scissors 
(hallmarked). L: 9.6 cm, W: 4 cm. France, 1860.

Oval ivory casket with 8 vermeil tools (hallmarked) and 2 
scissors. L: 13.6 cm, W: 8 cm. France, c. 1860.

Ivory casket with 5 sewing tools in silver (hallmarked) and a first 
name painted on the lid. L: 11.3 cm, W: 5.4 cm. France, circa 
1860.

Ivory oval casket with 4 sewing tools in silver-gilt and 1 crystal 
bottle. Monogram on the lid. L: 11.6 cm, W: 5.7 cm. France, c. 
1860.

Ivory casket with 5 sewing tools in vermeil. L: 10.5 cm, W: 5.5 
cm. France, c. 1860.

Ivory casket with monogram on the lid and 5 silver-gilt tools 
(wild boar head hallmarked). L: 11.2 cm, W: 5.8 cm.

In a leather casket, ivory casket with monogram. It carries 6 
sewing tools in silver-gilt (wild boar head hallmarked). L: 14.3 
cm, W: 8.6 cm. France, circa 1860

Small rectangular sewing box in precious wood with 6 ivory 
sewing tools, steel scissors, 1 small crystal bottle. Open space 
underneath the platter (made for thread reels). L: 15 cm, W: 
10.5cm, H: 5 cm.

Ivory casket with 5 tools silver-gilt (wild boar head hallmarked). 
L: 9 cm, W: 4.5 cm. France, circa 1860.

Ivory casket with 5 gold (585°/°°, hallmark from Holland) 
instruments: thimble, scissors, stiletto, ribbon threader and 
needle case. L: 11 cm, W: 5.8 cm. France, c.1840. GW (gold): 
27 g.
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210

900 1000

211

200 300

212

200 300

213
800 1000

214

400 600

215

100 150

216
40 60

217
150 200

218
60 80

219
80 100

220
40 60

221 Ivory pot on base, carries a thimble. D: 4 cm. H: 3.3 cm.
30 40

222
80 100

223 Cylindrical case in ivory with ivory thimble. D: 9 cm, H: 9 cm.
30 50

Palais Royal. Ivory casket with 5 gold (750°/°°, eagle head 
hallmarked) sewing tools on blue velvet. Golden incrustation on 
the lid. GW (gold): 20.7 g. France, circa 1860.

Ivory casket in the shape of an egg. It carries silver sewing tools 
(thimble, perfume bottle in glass, scissors, needle case, ribbon 
threader and stiletto). The platter which presents cubicles for 
each instrument is in finely chiseled silver. D: 4.7 cm, L

Ivory casket in the shape of an egg. It carries silver sewing tools 
(thimble, perfume bottle in glass, scissors, needle case, ribbon 
threader and stiletto). The platter which presents cubicles for 
each tool is in finely chiseled silver. D (open): 13 cm, H

Ivory casket made for 5 gold (750°/°°) and steel tools. L: 11 cm, 
W: 5.5 cm. France, circa 1860. Hallmarked. GW (gold): 19.9 g.

Music and sewing box in wood, in the shape of a harpsichord. A 
keyboard made of ivory and dark wooden plates is figured on 
the box's lid. Mirror in the inside of the lid. The sewing platter 
presents 12 sewing instruments: glass bottle and 11 ivory 
instrum

Alabaster thimble holder in the shape of an egg. It is 
surmounted by an acorn and covered by a lid on which a bird in 
golden metal is perched. Ivory thimble. H: 10.5 cm, D: 4 cm. 
Mid XIXth C.

Ivory thimble holder structure with a painted lizard and a 
serrated cup. H: 2 cm, L: 5.2 cm, W: 3.3 cm.

Rectangular casket covered in brown leather. It contains sewing 
tools in ivory. L: 17.6 cm, W: 8 cm. France, mid XIXth C.

Palais Royal. Leather toolkit which takes the shape of a small 
boat. It contains 7 ivory and steel tools. Austria.

Mending kit in heather root, details in bone and mother-of-pearl. 
Contains a thimble holder, a needle case and three thread 
reels. D: 3.7 cm, L: 10 cm. Mid XIXth C.

Layered mahogany base carrying an ivory sphere which carries 
a thimble. D: 6.9 cm, H: 6.4 cm. Beginning of the XXth C.

Important leather casket with 21 ivory, bone and golden metal 
sewing tools. L: 25 cm, W: 17 cm.
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224 80 100

225

80 100

226

100 120

227
80 100

228
80 100

229
80 100

230

200 300

231

300 400

232 40 60

233
150 200

234
80 100

235
200 250

236
100 150

237
100 120

238

200 300

Sewing kit in ivory and leather. L: 7 cm. USA, XXth C.

Miniature ivory antique column with details in black wood and 
golden metal. It presents a monthly calendar and contains a 
needle case and a thimble. H: 11.4 cm. France, 1825-1840.

Lady's companion in rosewood and ivory in the shape of a 
beehive. Details in ivory and bronze (bees). It contains an ivory 
thimble, a steel button hook, a needle case and a thread spool. 
H: 7.5 cm, D: 3.8 cm. United Kingdom, c. 1850.

Small ebony and ivory urn circled with gold. It contains an ivory 
thimble. H: 4.7 cm, D: 1.5 cm. France, early XIXth C.

Small rosewood and ivory vase, serves as thimble holder and 
has a needle and pin cushion. H: 7.5 cm, D: 3 cm. France, early 
XIXth C.

Ebony and ivory thimble holder with ivory thimble. H: 7 cm, D: 
3.7 cm. France, c. 1850.

Rectangular sewing box in wood with spaces for needles and 
holds 8 sewing tools in bone: 2 thread reels, 1 stiletto, 1 
scissors, 1 needle case, 2 ribbon threaders, 1 thimble. L: 21 cm, 
W: 13 cm, H: 7.5 cm. Early XIXth C.

Exceptional sewing box in wood and details in ivory resting on 
four feet. Two trays present sewing tools and thread reels in 
ivory and steel (and 2 crystal bottles). L: 27 cm, W: 18.5 cm, H: 
9.2 cm. Early XIXth C.

Engraved ivory lucet. L: 8 cm.

Lot of 8 vegetable ivory sewing kits and thimble holders in the 
shape of acorns. United Kingdom, 1840/1880

Lot of 3 acorn shaped thimble holders in bone, vegetable ivory 
and coquilla nut.

Lot of 3 thimble holders in the shape of eggcups. They each 
hold a vegetable ivory egg. 2 cups in ivory and 1 in rosewood. 
H: +- 6.5 cm. United Kingdom, 1880.

Lot of 4 thimble holders in the shape of chairs with vegetable 
ivory thimbles. UK, 1840/1880

Lot of 4 vegetable ivory thimble holders in the shape of eggcups 
finely engraved. United Kingdom, 1840/1880

Rectangular sewing box in mahogany and brass. It contains 14 
sewing tools in steel and bone. Mirror inside the lid. L: 23 cm, 
W: 16.2 cm, H: 10.5 cm. Mid XIXth C.
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239

200 300

240

200 300

241

200 250

242

200 250

243

20 30

244
30 40

245

80 100

246
80 100

247

120 150

248

100 150

249

300 350

Rectangular sewing box in burr walnut and brass. Incrustations 
of mother-of-pearl, brass and dark wood. It contains 23 sewing 
tools in steel and bone and one silver thimble. Mirror inside the 
lid. L: 24.5 cm, W: 18 cm, H: 11 cm. Second half of the XIXth C

Rectangular sewing box with wooden structure and leather 
covering. It contains 17 sewing tools (silver and vegetable 
ivory). Mirror inside the lid. L: 23 cm, W: 15 cm, H: 9.5 cm. Beg. 
XXth C.

Lot of 6 cylindrical sewing kits (with thread reels, thimbles, 
needles and pins) and thimble holders in the shape of acorns, 
barrels or urns. Made in bone or ivory.

Lot of 5 finely chiseled ivory and bone thimble holders in the 
shape of sculpted cups, columns and cottage. Two are topped 
with a needle and pin cushion. We include a cylindrical needle 
case of the same nature. XIXth C.

Important rectangular case with wooden structure, covered in 
paper. It contains 1 thimble, scissors, 1 steel needle case and 4 
tools with a bone handle. L: 18 cm, W: 8.5 cm.

A round ivory box with golden metal details, thimble holder. Two 
ivory thimbles and a box. D: 2.3 cm, H: 4 cm.

Lot of 12 thimble holders in the shape of eggs. Seven are made 
out of painted wood, the thimble holder appears at the top of 
the egg (L: 5.8 cm, D: 3.5 cm. Germany, c. 1920. Private 
collection). One in ivory (D: 4.5cm, L: 6 cm). Two in coquilla nut. 
Two i

French Palais Royal mother of pearl egg sewing necessaire 
with gilt bronze tools. H: 12 cm. France, c. 1870.

Silver thimble holder in the shape of an egg (hallmarked). 
Contains thread spool, silver thimble and needle case. D: 3.2 
cm, L: 5 cm, Weight: 38.7 g. Belgium, c. 1814/1831.

Mother-of-pearl egg, thimble holder and needle cushion resting 
on a golden metal composition made of a bird and its nest. The 
nest is a receptacle for the sewing tools. H: 12.4 cm, L: 9.4 cm, 
W: 8.5 cm, France, c. 1850.

Important pink opaline egg sewing necessaire with silver tools 
and a crystal bottle. H: 20.5 cm, W: 10.5 cm. France, mid XIXth 
C. (The silver tools are all hallmarked with the wild boar head).
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250
80 100

251
50 60

252

80 100

253

80 100

254

30 40

255
150 200

256
30 50

257
100 150

258
100 150

259
80 100

260
100 150

261
80 100

262

300 400

263
80 100

French Palais Royal mother of pearl egg sewing necessaire 
with gilt bronze tools. H: 12 cm. France, c. 1870.

Celluloid egg with a thimble. L: 5 cm, D: 3 cm. United Kingdom, 
1910-1920.

Silver thimble holder in the shape of an egg decorated with 
Neo-classic patterns. The silver-gilt interior holds needles, 
thread reels and a silver thimble. It is engraved "Georgette". L: 5 
cm, D: 3 cm, Weight: 28.1 g. Beg. XXth C/End of the XIXth C.

Lot of 13 wooden thimble holders in the shape of eggs. They 
are painted, varnished or engraved. The lengths vary from 8 cm 
to 5 cm and the diameters vary from 5 cm to 4.4 cm. We join 
another thimble holder in the shape of an egg, made in bakelite.

Leather thimble holder in the shape of an egg. It holds miniature 
sewing tools in golden metal such as a thimble, scissors, a 
needle box, a stiletto and a ribbon threader. L: 7 cm.

French Palais Royal mother of pearl egg sewing necessaire 
with gilt bronze tools and views of Paris. H: 19.5 cm, L: 11 cm. 
France, XIXth C.

Marble egg on base finely engraved. Its opening can hold a 
thimble.

French Palais Royal mother of pearl egg sewing necessaire 
with gilt bronze tools. H: 12 cm. France, c. 1870.

French Palais Royal mother of pearl egg sewing necessaire 
with gilt bronze tools. H: 12 cm. France, c. 1870.

Mother-of-pearl thimble holder in the shape of an egg on 
mother-of-pearl base. France, end of the XXth C.

Mother-of-pearl oval sewing case with miniature tools. L: 8 cm. 
France, 1890/1900

Silver thimble holder in the shape of an egg shell (half an egg) 
with silver thimble (hallmarked). H: 3.5 cm, D: 3 cm, 
Birmingham, 1897.

Light green opaline thimble holder in the shape of an egg. On 
golden bronze set decorated with ribbons and garlands on an 
alabaster base. H: 6.5 cm, D of the base: 3.4 cm, France, c. 
1850.

Lot of two sewing cases in mother-of-pearl, one carries a 
thimble, the other carries miniature sewing tools. L: 6 cm. 
France, 1890/1900
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264

200 300

265
300 400

266

80 100

267

120 150

268
40 60

269
30 40

270

200 300

271

200 300

272

200 300

273

200 300

274
150 200

Lot of 6 egg shaped thimble holders in leather, mother-of-pearl 
(with small golden chains) and seashell. The lengths vary from 
6 cm to 4 cm and the heights vary from 4 cm to 3.2 cm. France 
and United Kingdom, mid/end of the XIXth C.

Lot of 15 egg shaped thimble holders in celluloid, mother-of-
pearl, golden metal. Some come with golden chains. L: from 3.8 
to 4.5 cm. End of the XIXth C.

Lot of 18 thimble holders and sewing sets in the shape of eggs. 
Four are in varnished wood (one sculpted), less than a dozen 
are in plastic, 1 in wood on a wooden base, and 3 are 
enameled. Most of them come from the UK, XXth C. 
Dimensions vary from 8 cm t

Lot of 16 thimble holders shaped as eggs (enameled, in copper, 
in painted wood, in silvery metal, in leather, in horn, in plain 
wood). They come from UK and France, between XIXth and 
XXth C. Variable dimensions between 5 and 3 cm.

Lot of two egg-shaped thimble holders in silver with ivory sewing 
tools and thimbles. XIXth C. GW: 21.5 g (1), 4.8 g (2).

Small ivory table which carries 2 steel scissors and a thimble. L: 
7.3 cm, W: 4.5 cm, H: 5 cm. Beg. of the XXth C.

Chatelaine which can be carried with a finger ring and a chain. 
At the end of a chain hangs a white opaline egg decorated with 
golden patterns. In the inside, a purple velvet set presents 5 
golden metal tools: a thimble, a needle case, scissors, a stilet

Chatelaine in blue opaline with ring. Composed of two parts 
joined and decorated with a golden metal garland. It presents 
golden metal tools: thimble, scissors, needle box, a stiletto and 
ribbon needle. H: 9 cm. France, mid XIXth C.

Egg shaped sewing box in transparent red glass. It rests on 
golden feet decorated with vines leaves and buckles. The red 
velvet interior presents miniature golden metal tools: thimble, 
scissors, needle case. H: 9 cm, L: 9 cm, W: 6.5 cm. France.

Egg shaped needle case in light blue opaline with beige velvet 
interior. It presents golden metal tools: thimble, scissors, needle 
case and stiletto. L: 8.5 cm. France, c. 1870.

Pomponne sewing box with porcelain cabochon. It contains 6 
miniature silver and steel tools (hallmarked). L: 7.4 cm, W: 4.5 
cm, H: 5 cm. France, c. 1860.
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275
80 100

276

100 150

277
150 200

278

250 300

279

200 300

280
150 200

281
80 100

282

100 120

283

100 150

284 A lot of 15 sewing kits in their original boxes. 200 300

285
30 50

286 SETTMACHER Little companions in their original box. Austria, c. 1930. 400 450

287 Lot of 6 sewing kits in the shape of candles. 30 50

288 Lot of 23 cylindrical sewing kits in diverse materials. 80 100

289 Lot of 12 sewing kits in diverse shapes and materials. 120 150

290 SETTMACHER Lot of 18 sewing kits. 30 50

291 Lot of 14 sewing kits of diverse forms including one in ivory.
50 80

292 SETTMACHER Lot of 53 sewing kits. 200 300

Mother-of-pearl thimble holder in the shape of an egg on marble 
base. Golden metal decorations. Silver thimble. H: 10.5 cm, L: 
13 cm, W: 6.5 cm.

Pink opaline thimble holder in the shape of an egg on copper 
structure. Decorated with vine grapes and a small bird. Needle 
and pin cushion. H: 11 cm, W: cm. France, c. 1870.

Light blue opaline thimble holder in the shape of an egg. On a 
golden metal wheelbarrow. H: 7 cm, France, 1870.

Sculpted golden bronze important egg-shaped thimble holder. 
Decorated with roses and garlands and held by four bronze 
stylized dolphins on base. It presents a thimble and silver-gilt 
scissors (hallmarked). H: 13.5 cm, L: 11 cm, W: 6.5 cm.

White opaline sewing box in the shape of an egg on golden 
metal armature. Decorated with garlands and rings. The golden 
sewing tools are presented on a violet carpet: a thimble, 
scissors, a ribbon needle, a stiletto and a needle case. H: 9.5 
cm, L: 16.5

Lot of 5 boxes with miniature sewing accessories (mainly for 
children). France, mid XXth C.

Lot of a dozen miniature sewing boxes and tools (in bone, 
tortoise shell, plastic, metal, ivory, cardboard). Mid XXth C.

Miniature bone sewing table finely sculpted. We find 8 small 
bone tools including a thimble. H: 4.4 cm, L: 4.5 cm, W: 3 cm. 
Austria or Germany, c. 1870/1890. Accidents.

Lot formed of one thimble holder in the shape of a rose (L: 26.5 
cm, 1990s), a modern sewing box, a pin ornament with sewing 
tools and 12 displays in the shape of hands which present 
thimbles decorated with roses.

Lot of two sewing kits, one in silver (hallmarked) in original box 
(GW: 17.7 g) and one in enameled silvery metal with Art 
Nouveau patterns, c. 1900.
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293 Lot of 18 sewing kits in the shape of bottles. 30 50

294 BIRKS
60 80

295 Two sewing kits in silvery metal with patriotic patterns, c. 1920.
40 60

296 Silver sewing kits. W: 15.9g (1), 20.7g (2), 21.3g (3), 19.8g (4).
80 100

297
200 300

298
200 300

299
200 300

300
200 300

301
200 300

302
40 60

303
60 80

304
60 80

305
120 150

306 Lot of 5 modern sewing boxes covered with various cloths.
60 80

307 Lot of 5 modern sewing boxes covered with various cloths.
40 60

308 Lot of 4 thimble holders, 3 in golden metal and 1 in cloth.
20 30

309
200 250

310
20 30

Lot of 3 sewing kits in blue enameled silver. GW: 18.7 g (1), 
24.5 g (2), 15.9 (3). Canada.

Ensemble of 99 enameled sewing kits in the shape of acorns. 
From diverse countries and times: from 1920 to 1965.

Ensemble of 61 sewing kits in diverse materials and mainly in 
plastic with thimbles screwed on top. From diverse countries 
and times: from 1930 to nowadays.

Ensemble of 98 enameled or wooden sewing kits with thimbles 
screwed on top. From diverse countries and times: from 1920 to 
1965.

Ensemble of 78 sewing kits in different forms and materials. 
Diverse countries and times: from 1920 to nowadays.

Ensemble of 104 sewing kits in synthetic materials with screwed 
thimbles on top. From diverse countries. First half of the XXth 
C.

Lot of two cylindrical silver sewing kits (one is hallmarked). W: 
15.7g (1), 16.3g (2). Germany, end of the XIXth C.

A cylindrical thimble holder in silver with silver thimble (English 
hallmark). W: 17 g.

Vermeil cylindrical sewing kit (French hallmark). W: 23.2 g. 
France, end of the XIXth C.

Lot of 4 cylindrical sewing kits in silver with stone thimbles. W: 
17 g (1), 20.4 g (2), 16.4g (3), 14.8 g (4). Norway, circa 1891.

Two measuring tapes in the shape of bronze thimble holders on 
top of which a little bronze tailor is working. The lot can be 
divided on the client's demand.Each:

Two angels playing. Bronze sculpture with mother of pearl 
thimble holder on bronze base. H: 8.8 cm, L: 9.5 cm, W: 6 cm.
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311
80 100

312

30 40

313
40 60

314

40 60

315
60 80

316
40 60

317
100 150

318
30 40

319

150 200

320

80 100

321
200 300

322

30 40

323
50 60

Lot of 5 thimble holders. Two in copper (in the shape of a hat 
box and lantern) and three in rosewood (in the shape of barrels 
and oil lamp).

Umbrella shaped thimble holder with silver pommel and Art 
Deco decorations. The body is in cloth and the top is in 
mahogany circled with bronze. It is articulated in 3 parts with a 
thimble holder and copper thimble and 4 bronze thread reels. L: 
29.8 cm,

Two bronze thimble holder figurines (a woman and a Turkish 
man). H: 8 cm and 6.5 cm. France, c. 1850/1880

Lot of 3 sewing kits, one in painted wood and in the shape of a 
circular tower, one in silver in the shape of a girl next to a 
thimble (silvery metal), and one in enameled wood in the shape 
of a small ball with thimble.

Lot of 4 small painted wood thimble holders, 2 in the shape of 
Russian dolls, 1 in the shape of a small man and 1 in the shape 
of a tower. XXth C.

Lot of 3 thimble holders in the shape of small characters. In 
resin, bronze and brass.

Small statue of a Chinese woman in silver, thimble holder and 
needle case. Rare example. D: 2 cm, H: 8 cm. P: 18.8 g. 
Austria, 1860.

Lot of 3 thimble holders in the shape of characters in brass, 
copper and hard wood. They carry the thimble in baskets.

Brass and painted copper African slaves carrying umbrellas with 
needle and pin cushions on top and thimble holder baskets. On 
copper base. H: 17.5 cm, W: 7 cm.

Lot of 11 thimble holders in the shape of figurines, baskets, 
irons, etc. Made in resin, sculpted wood, mother of pearl, 
lacquered papier mâché, cloth, copper, celluloid and steel.

Lot of 5 thimble holders in oak and horn, in the shape of 
caldrons. Decorated with clovers. Ireland and Scotland, mid 
XIXth C.

Lot of 4 thimble holders, one in the shape of a wheelbarrow in 
sculpted golden metal with semi-precious stones, one in the 
shape of a bride in lace, one in yellow copper in the shape of a 
hood and one in the shape of a load carrier, in golden metal.

Silver thimble holder in the shape of a barge and its smuggler. 
The thimble is in cut red glass with a silver ring (hallmarked). L: 
5 cm. Netherlands, 1990s.
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324
50 80

325
60 80

326
200 250

327
50 80

328
80 100

329
80 100

330
80 100

331
80 100

332
60 80

333
40 60

334
40 60

335
40 60

336

350 400

337
200 300

338 STANHOPE

80 100

339
60 80

Wooden base with sculpted golden metal canon, thimble and 
needle cushion. H: 5.5 cm, W: 6.5 cm. First half of the XIXth C.

Silver thimble holder in the shape of a coal bucket. H: 6.5 cm, L: 
6 cm, W: 4.5 cm. (Hallmarked). United Kingdom, Chester, 1937.

White iron painter's easel with silk interior which presents 6 
steel tools and 1 in bone. H: 17 cm, L: 12.5 cm, W: 9.5 cm. 
France, end of the XIXth C.

Lot of two thimble holders, one shako in golden bronze and one 
copper barrel.

Lot of 4 thimble holders: a red copper pan and hat box, an open 
coal bucket, small beer jug in brass. End of the XIXth C.

Silver thimble holder in the shape of a sedan chair. L: 7 cm, H: 
6.4 cm. Mid XIXth C.

Lot of 6 thimble holders: three onyx, copper and alabaster beer 
jugs (Germany), two brass vases, one copper wheelbarrow with 
needle and pin cushion.

Asian silver sedan chair with silver thimble (Chinese hallmark). 
GW: 14.4 g, L: 11 cm, W: 2.5 cm, H: 4 cm.

Lot of 4 thimble holders: a copper ensemble of bellflowers, a 
brass mandolin, a porcelain cherub, a velvet lamp with light 
metal structure.

Small silver windmill (traces of hallmark). D: 3.8 cm, H: 8.5 cm, 
Weight: 24 g. Holland, end of the XXth C.

Silver picnic basket thimble holder with needle cushion. H: 5 
cm, W: 3.2 cm, L: 4.9 cm, GW: 56.8 g. United Kingdom, 1890.

Silver cradle with golden metal thimble (hallmarked). L: 6.5 cm, 
H: 4.5 cm. Birmingham, 1909.

Very important lot of 56 sewing kits and thimble holders of 
various sizes, times and places: two umbrellas, a needle and 
pin cushion, a light wood wheelbarrow, a plastic tricycle, a 
silvery metal stool and a faience and plastic perfume flask, a 
golden met

Lot of 18 wooden, silver, sculpted bone acorns. End of the 
XIXth C.

Lot of 2 thimble holders, 1 in the shape of an acorn (Stanhope 
eye presents a view of a woman and child) and 1 in the shape 
of a nut (Stanhope eye presents 4 view of Bad Ems health 
resort in Germany). We add a sewing necessaire in sculpted 
wood

Pinecone shaped silver thimble holder with thread spool and 
needle case. L: 5 cm. United Kingdom, 1840-1850.
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340
60 80

341 Lot of 3 sculpted thimble holder nuts. 100 120

342
100 120

343
100 120

344

800 1000

345

400 500

346
100 150

347
100 150

348
200 250

349

200 250

350

100 150

351

100 150

352

150 200

353
150 200

Rattle shaped thimble holder in nut, with a bone handle. Finely 
sculpted. Sailor or prisoner's handiwork. L: 6.5 cm. 1870-1880.

Lot of 2 sewing kit nuts, each with 5 small sewing tools. XIXth 
C.

Lot of 2 sewing kit nuts, each with small sewing tools (including 
silver ones). France, second half of the XIXth C.

A natural nut converted into an exceptional thimble holder by 
the goldsmith Fortin in Paris. The inside of the lid is covered in 
red silk and the sewing kit is presented on a vermeil base in 
adapted cubicles. We find a mother-of-pearl penknife, two plasti

A natural nut converted into a sewing kit. Its superior inside part 
is covered with red silk and the lower part is in silver-gilt and 
holds the usual tools in silver-gilt. France, 1850.

Finely sculpted thimble holder in ivory and corozo. W: 2.5 cm, 
H: 6 cm. France, XIXth C.

Very finely sculpted nut thimble holder in the shape of an acorn. 
D: 2 cm, L: 3.3 cm. Beg. of the XIXth C.

Lot of 14 nut shaped thimble holders. In copper, metal, bronze, 
wood, cardboard, natural nut. End of the XIXth C./beg. of the 
XXth C.

Lot of 7 thimble holders: one in golden metal with interlaced 
garlands ornated with colored stones holding four thimbles, one 
with a blue crystal receptacle (probably German, XIXth C.), one 
in plated metal pot on a leaf, one in the shape of a glass pot, t

Silver sewing case (hallmarked) with Neo Classic patterns. It 
contains 5 tools in nickeled steel. H: 3 cm, L: 13.5 cm, W: 3.7 
cm, Grosse weight: 90 g. France, end of the XIXth C.

Silver Art Nouveau "jardinière" box of which the velvet interior 
made for pins and needles but also an ivory thimble holder in its 
center. Goldsmith: Hutton Ltd. L: 10.7 cm, W: 5.9 cm. 
Birmingham, 1903. 100

A very important lot of thimble holders and sewing kits of 
various sizes, origins and times: wooden and silver nuts, golden 
brass and bronze ensembles of leaves and branches, 
mushrooms in varnished wood, wooden or enameled pears.

Lot composed of a sewing set in the shape of a shoe and two 
leather thimble holder shoes. H: +-6 cm.
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354
100 150

355

350 400

356
20 30

357
80 100

358
200 300

359
30 50

360

800 1000

361
400 600

362
200 250

363
30 50

364
50 60

365
20 30

366
800 1000

367
200 300

368

200 300

Lot of 4 painted glass shoes. L: 5.8 cm. United Kingdom, end of 
the XIXth C.

Important lot of 39 different types of shoes, slippers and clogs 
(leather, painted glass, silvery metal, tin, copper, sculpted and 
painted wood, marble, silver, fabric, velvet). End of the XIXth-
beg. Of the XXth C.

Louise "Tout en un". Three different models of these sewing 
kits. H: 11.5, 13.5 and 12 cm. W: 6, 9 and 4.5 cm. USA.

Lot of 7 sewing kits in sculpted and painted wood. Mostly in the 
shape of mushrooms. It includes a box with perfume flask and 
thimble. XXth C.

Important lot of wooden clogs, painted or varnished. Europe, 
XXth C.

Silver nut thimble holder. L: 4 cm, H: 3 cm. Holland, end of the 
XXth C.

Important lot of velvet, shell and leather satchels, wallets and 
boxes with silk interiors and different sewing tools in steel, 
golden metal, bones and silver. Different sizes, mostly from the 
end of the XIXth C.

Important thimble holder structured as a bronze sphere with a 
brown patina on which stands a bonze griffon. First Empire, H: 
18 cm, W: 10.5 cm.

Cylindrical leather and brass case with 2 crystal bottles, 5 tools 
in steel and 7 in bone. L: 20.4 cm, D: 4 cm, W: 13 cm. Russia.

Lot of thimble holders, acrylic globes, a wooden shelf and 
diverse showcases.

Silver thimble holder in the shape of a branch on which a bird is 
perched. H: 4 cm, L: 17 cm, W: 7.5 cm.

Thimble holder in metal in the shape of a dove and carriage. L: 
10 cm, W: 3 cm. United Kingdom, end of the XIXth C.

Lot of 8 donkey and carriage thimble holders. The donkeys also 
carry mother of pearl baskets or needle and pin cushions.

Golden metal donkey and carriage thimble holder on alabaster 
base. The carriage holds a green opaline egg thimble holder. H: 
8.7 cm, L: 18 cm, W: 7.2 cm.

Bird cage with bird and nest in pomponne on alabaster base. 
The roof is made of a needle and pin cushion embroidered with 
opaline pearls. It carries a thimble, scissors and two thread 
reels. H: 11.5 cm, L: 13.8 cm, W: 8.7 cm. End of the XIXth C.
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369
60 80

370
150 200

371
200 300

372
40 60

373

120 150

374

150 200

375
80 100

376
80 100

377
150 200

378

100 150

379

100 150

380

600 800

381

400 600

Two ducks and a carriage with a needle cushion and thimble on 
alabaster base. L: 8 cm, H: 9.5 cm. United Kingdom, end of the 
XIXth C.

Lot of 6 thimble holders shaped as birds (owls, geese, robins, 
peacocks) in brass, bronze, copper, varnished wood and lead). 
End of the XIXth/beg. of the XXth C.

Lot of 4 small oak thimble holders in the shape of owls. H: 8 cm 
and 4.5 cm. Irland, end of the XIXth C/beg. of the XXth C.

Lot of 2 small wood shelves for thimbles (9, 22 and 48 in the 
last one).

Lot of 4 bronze thimble holders shaped as bears. They hold a 
tree trunk topped with a needle cushion. The thimble is under 
the bears' head. Germany, end of the XIXth C and mid XXth C.

Lot of 8 thimble holders in the shape of diverse animals carrying 
thimbles (silver camel, golden metal cows, brass eagle, golden 
bronze butterfly, seashells, wood stork, bronze seals).

Silver ladybug thimble holder. L: 4 cm, W: 2.5 cm. Holland, end 
of the XXth C.

Silver cow with two thimble holders. L: 6.5 cm, W: 5.5 cm. 
Holland, XXth C.

Reindeer carrying a pink opaline thimble holder with silver 
thimble. L: 11.5 cm, W: 5 cm. Russia, second half of the XIXth 
C.

Sewing kit presented in a golden bronze beehive on alabaster 
base. It presents 4 golden metal sewing tools and a thimble. H: 
14.4 cm, D: 8 cm. France, c. 1850.

Sewing kit presented in a golden bronze beehive. With six 
green leaves and polychrome bees. It presents 3 golden metal 
sewing tools and a thimble. H: 11 cm, D: 4 cm. Second half of 
the XIXth C.

Lot of 15 thimble holders in the shape of animals and carriages: 
brass monkey with two thimbles, bird with acorn in varnished 
wood, goats with golden metal, porcelain or mother of pearl 
holders.

Lot of 10 thimble holders animals and carriages: painted wood 
turtles with needle cushions as well, porcelain pig with mother of 
pearl holder, brass, wood, silvery metal or golden metal horses 
with mother of pearl basins on marble bases.
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382

300 400

383
50 80

384
200 300

385
100 150

386
60 80

387
100 150

388
30 40

389 Important acrylic globe for 50 thimbles. c. 1980. 60 80

390
60 80

391 Wood shelf with 72 thimbles. H: 36.5 cm, W: 28.5 cm. 1990s.
60 80

392
30 50

393 300 300

394
200 250

395
400 600

396

150 200

397
300 400

398
80 100

399
100 150

Important lot of thimble holders in the shape of diverse animals 
with carriages: sitting pig in painted lead, copper and brass 
elephants, silver hippopotamuses, silver and painted bronze 
rooster, painted wood penguin, wood dogs and ducks, painted 
metal ha

Painted brass bulldog's head with thimble inside. D: 4 cm, H: 
4.8 cm. United Kingdom.

Paris, Colonne Vendôme 
(Austerlitz)

Two horses with copper colored metal carriage. The carriage's 
lid is decorated with a painting of the Vendôme column under 
glass.

Lot of 5 rectangular caskets and shelf for a dozen of thimbles 
(except one: 50 thimbles).

Lot of 3 thimble holders in the shape of fishes. In silvery metal 
with silver tools, in wood and in copper. L: from 6.4 to 15.3 cm.

Lot of a dozen of thimble holders in the shape of animals (stork, 
bear, dog, birds, frog, squirrel), mainly in wood. Often with 
needle cushions.

Les Jardins Fleuris' Collection. Acrylic globe with 25 thimbles. 
1985.

Thimbles of the world's greatest porcelain houses'. Small glass 
globe for 25 thimbles. 1981.

Golden brass shelves, respectively with 48 and 46 thimbles. W: 
17 cm, H: 32 cm.

19 Lots of 12 silver thimbles.Each:

Tartanware sewing kit in the shape of eggs with central needle 
holder, 2 thread reels and 1 thimble. L: +- 5.5 cm. Scotland, 
1845/1880.

Tartanware. Lot of 5 tartanware thimble holders with needle 
cushions and needles. In the shapes of egg, cylinder, bottles 
and barrels.

Tartanware. Three small rectangular tartanware boxes with a 
round corner. They serve as thimble holders. H: between 2.9 
cm and 4.2 cm. Scotland, 1845/1880.

Tartanware. Lot of 3 sewing boxes for 6 thread reels and 
thimble holder. Scotland, 1845/1880.

Thimble and needle holders (2) in the shape of characters on a 
sculpted and cylindrical wooden structure. D: 4 cm, H: 14 cm.

Tunbridge. Thimble holder in the shape of a bottle decorated 
with painted circles. Scotland, 1870.
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400
40 50

401
100 120

402
100 120

403
200 300

404
100 150

405
60 80

406
80 100

407
60 80

408

120 150

409

150 200

410

300 400

411

300 400

412

300 400

413
60 80

414
100 150

Rare painted Tunbridge ware sewing clamp with accessories. 
Scotland, c. 1820.

Tunbridge clamp with chinoiserie decoration. H: 16 cm. 
Scotland, c. 1800.

Painted Tunbridge ware sewing clamp with accessories. H: 19.8 
cm. Scotland, beg. of the XIXth C.

Tunbridge. Combined needle holder and thimble holder 
decorated with painted rings. From Edwin F. Holmes Collection. 
c. 1800.

Two transferware thimble holders, one in the shape of an 
apothecary bottle and one in the shape of a small box. With 
sepia photography. Scotland, 1860/1890

Lot of 3 floral transferware thimble holders, on black lacquered 
wood. Scotland, 1870/1880

Lot of 3 transferware floral sewing kits in the shape of eggs + 1 
fernware. Scotland, 1870/1890

Fernware thimble holder and needle holder. H: 5.4 cm. 
Scotland, 1900/1930

Two painted wood sewing kits from Spa, one in a cylindrical 
shape divided in two parts (H: 9.5 cm) and one in the shape of 
an urn. It carries a thimble (H: 8.5 cm). XIXth C.

Three sewing kits for bag mending, in the shape of cones. In 
tinted wood with floral decorations. They are composed of three 
fitting parts (thread, thimble and needles). Spa, 1870/1900

Lot of 9 wooden sewing kits for bag mending, from Spa. They 
are cylindrical and composed of 2 parts each with spaces for 
the thread, the needles and the thimble. Made in varnished 
wood with floral decorations. H: 9.5 cm. Belgium, XXth C.

Rectangular sewing box in purple painted wood. It contains 
sewing tools in wood and ivory. The lid is decorated with a 
landscape painted in ink on beige background. L: 29 cm, W: 21 
cm, H: 13 cm. Spa, Belgium, end of the XVIIIth C.

Varnished dark wood rectangular sewing box decorated with a 
rural scene and animals. The sewing platter is entirely covered 
with floral patterns. It presents 4 wood thread reels, 3 winders, 1 
needle case and 1 thimble. L: 28 cm, W: 19 cm, H: 9 cm. Spa.

Lot of 3 transferware sewing kit in the shape of eggs. L: 5.3 and 
6.4 cm. Scotland, 1860/1890

Lot of 4 rectangular transferware thimble holder boxes. 
Scotland, 1860/1890. One of the closure systems is slightly 
damaged.
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Lot of 2 transferware thimble holders in the shape of round 
boxes. Scotland, 1860/1890

Lot of 2 transferware thimble holders in the shape of round 
boxes. Scotland, 1860/1890

Transferware thimble holder Scotland. H: 4.5 cm, c. 1850.

Lot of 7 transferware sewing kits, 2 thimble holders in the shape 
of eggs, 5 sewing kits in the shape of bottles with 2 thread reels, 
a needle holder, thimble.

Three cylindrical varnished dark wood sewing kits from Spa. 
Topped with needle and pin cushions. Contains a thimble in a 
central compartment. Decorated with flowers. H: 9 cm, D: 11.5 
cm. Spa.

Small painted wood kiosk with a needle and pin cushion and 
thimble. D: 9.7 cm, H: 13 cm. End of the XIXth C./beg. of the 
XXth C.

Round light wood Spa sewing box topped with a needle 
cushion. The interior, painted in pink, holds 4 wood thread reels, 
and a thimble. Decoration of flowers. D: 10.5 cm, H: 5 cm. Spa.

Rectangular varnished light wood sewing box from Spa. Hunting 
scenes on the lid. L: 19.3 cm, W: 13 cm, H: 6 cm. Spa.

Wooden support decorated with a mushroom. It presents two 
thread reels, a needle cushion and a thimble holder. D: 12.3 
cm. Probably from Spa, Belgium. End of the XIXth C.

Cylindrical painted wood thimble holder with needle cushion in 
the Spa fashion. Undetermined origin. Beg. of the XXth C.

Lot of 16 painted wood bears which carry thimbles in their front 
paws. Sometimes, we add a needle cushion. From the Northern 
Alps and Germany, end of the XIXth C.

Lot of 7 small sculpted wood sewing kits in the shape of pine 
cones or acorns. End of the XIXth C.

Lot of 3 figurines in sculpted and varnished wood, thimble 
holders. The thimble appears when the figure bends 
backwards. Austria, second half of the XXth C.

Very realistic sculpted bulldog head in wood with glass eyes. D: 
6 cm, H: 7 cm. Austria, end of the XIXth C.
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Sculpted wooden casket in the shape of a fruit bowl, with grape 
vines and leaves on the lid. Carries 5 silver instruments. L: 18.5 
cm, W: 5.5 cm, H: 12 cm. Black Forest, end of the XIXth C.

Exceptional sewing box, artistic work. In the shape of an 
important egg on a nest with vines leaves, birds and grapes. In 
sculpted wood with silver-gilt sewing tools. L: 26 cm, W: 20 cm, 
H: 22 cm. Black Forest, end of the XIXth C.

Lot of a dozen sewing kits in sculpted wood with diverse 
patterns (essentially flowers). D: from 3 to 4 cm, H: from 12 to 
14.5 cm. Northen Alps, end of the XIXth C.

A golden metal chatelaine with 5 chains and 5 châtelets. 
Decorated with antique scenes and floral decorations. It 
contains a needle cushion, a cylindrical needle case, a 
measuring tape, 2 thimble holders. L: 29.5 cm. United Kingdom, 
1860-1880.

Silver plated chatelaine, Rococo-like with flower and geometric 
patterns. Five chains with 5 sewing kits: a scissor holder, a pen 
holder, a notebook, a thimble holder. L: 30.5 cm, end of the 
XIXth C.

A silver "Clavier" made of a key ring with two double chains 
holding silver scissors and a silver thimble-guard. The "clavier" 
is a typical dress ornament of the Southern of France worn at 
the belt. L: 71.5 cm. France, second half of the XIXth C.

Silvery steel and silver chatelaine with three chains and three 
sewing kits (a thimble holder, scissors and a needle case). 
Decoration of leaves, lilies and scrolls. L: 49.5 cm. France, 
1870/1890

Golden metal chatelaine with Rococo decoration and scenes of 
cherubs. We find a thimble holder and a wax urn with floral and 
Greek patterns. A round blue perfume flaks hangs by a chain 
and is covered by leaves and bird scenes. L: 19.5 cm. End of 
the XIXth

Steel chatelaine with three chains and three chatelets. Typical 
cross from the Languedoc (France). It bears two chains and 
one thimble holder. L: 37 cm. France, 1870/1880

Silver chatelaine holding three chains and three chatelets. The 
buckle presents a plate with squared diamonds on which we 
attach chains that end with scissors, a thimble holder and a 
needle case. Floral patterns. L: 30 cm. United Kingdom, 1890-
1897.
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Steel chatelaine with a buckle in the shape of a horseshoe. Five 
double chains with 10 chatelets and the usual sewing tools. L: 
53 cm. United Kingdom, before 1850.

Polished steel chatelaine composed of a thimble holder egg, a 
thread spool, a needle and a pin. L: 11.8 cm, W: 5 cm. XVIIIth 
C.

Silver thimble holder and thimble with amethyst stone and 
chain. L: 4 cm, D: 3 cm, Chain: 9.5 cm. Scandinavia, 1937.

Two thimble holders in the shape of eggs in silver and ebony 
made for a thimble, a pin and a needle. L: 6 cm. United 
Kingdom, end of the XIXth C.

Silver egg finely chiseled with thread reels, pins and a thimble. 
L: 5 cm.

Silver egg with thimble and pins. L: 4.5 cm. United Kingdom, 
1867.

Enameled silver egg (hallmarked with wild boar head), thimble-
guard. France, end of XIXth C.

Silver acorn with chain, thimble holder, pin and needle holder. 
L: 5 cm, W: 3.5 cm. USA, beginning of the XXth C.

Sewing box with wooden structure covered with leather 
engraved of geometric patterns. It is decorated with garlands 
and a central ceramic medallion. The interior holds two pin 
cushions, a watch holder, two perfume bottles, sewing tools and 
a silver-gilt

Rectangular sewing box in painted wood, decorated with brass 
and mother-of-pearl motives. In the middle of the lid, a bronze 
medallion represents a lady's profile. Inside, a theater décor 
houses 7 golden tools and 2 crystal bottles. We add a lady's 
watch.

Rosewood sewing box with bronze details. The lid is decorated 
with a porcelain oval miniature with cherubs and garlands of 
flowers. The interior is furnished with velvet and presents two 
crystal bottles. Six silver-gilt tools. Three drawers. L: 32.5 cm,

Bronze thimble holder Arlequin like statue with needle and pin 
cushions. L: 15.4 cm, W: 8 cm, H: 9.5 cm. France, XIXth C.

Golden bronze thimble holder Arlequin like statue with needle 
and pin cushions. L: 15.4 cm, W: 8 cm, H: 9.5 cm. France, 
XIXth C. On pink marble base.
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Rectangular rosewood sewing box with wood and mother-of-
pearl inlays. We find needle and pin cushions, a thimble, 
scissors, a ribbon threader, a needle case and a silver stiletto. 
L: 22 cm, W: 16 cm, H: 9 cm. France, 1830-1840.

Rectangular sewing box with glass lid. It contains two copper 
thimbles, a series of thread reels and 9 sewing tools in steel. L: 
18.5 cm, W: 8.5 cm, H: 9.8 cm. End of the XIXth, beg. Of the 
XXth C.

Sewing kit in the shape of a cart in steel and walnut. It contains 
a pair of silver scissors, two stilettoes, a needle box, a button 
hook. H: 13.5 cm, L: 12 cm, W: 11 cm. XIXth C.

Steel chatelaine with 5 chains and 5 chatelets (a thimble holder, 
scissors, a pin holder, a needle holder, a penknife) + a double 
chain. Geometrical patterns. L: 30 cm. End of the XIXth C.

Silver chatelaine, 7 chains with a thimble holder, a pencil, 
scissors, a pin cushion, a measuring tape, a notebook, a 
cylindrical needle case. End of the XIXth C. United Kingdom, 
1860.

Steel chatelaine with 4 chains amongst which two are free, the 
other are with thimble holder and pin cushion. End of the XIXth 
C.

Steel chatelaine with 4 chains and 4 chatelets (scissors, a 
thimble holder, a needle cushion, a measuring tape). 
Decoration of flowers and stems. L: 42.5 cm.

Steel chatelaine with 3 chains and 3 chatelets (scissors, a 
thimble holder, a needle holder). L: 41.5 cm. End of the XIXth 
C.

Steel chatelaine with 6 chains and 6 chatelets (scissors, a 
thimble holder, a measuring tape, a pencil, a notebook, a pin 
holder in the shape of an acorn). Decoration of geometrical 
patterns. S. Maw & Sons model. L: 30.5 cm. United Kingdom, 
end of the XIX

Steel chatelaine with 7 chains and 7 chatelets (scissors, a key, 
a thimble holder, a measuring tape, a pencil, a notebook, a 
needle holder, a pin holder in the shape of an acorn). 
Decoration of geometrical patterns. L: 46.5 cm. United 
Kingdom, end of the

Small steel chatelaine with a heart shaped buckle. Two chains 
and 2 chatelets (a leather thimble holder and a scissor holder in 
leather as well). L: 24 cm. End of the XIXth C/beginning of the 
XXth C.

Small silver chatelaine with a thimble holder in the shape of a 
bucket. Silver thimble. L: 9.5 cm.
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Small chest with small chain. Element of a chatelaine. L: 4 cm, 
W: 2.1 cm, H: 2.5 cm.

Three thimble holders in chiseled silver metal. Element of a 
chatelaine. Beginning of the XIXth C.

Chatelaine. At the end of the chatelaine hangs a cylindrical 
silver case of which the lid is covered with engraved cherubs 
and roses. The case holds a thimble, a needle case and three 
silver thread reels. Probably from the USA, 1880-1890. L: 18.5 
cm.

Round silver box on four feet with Russian coat of arms. It is 
decorated with a crowned and enamelled bicephalous eagle 
and two rats which both carry a tool. We include a silver thimble 
with floral frieze and a vermeil interior. D: 6 cm, H: 8 cm. 
Hallmark

Sewing box in precious wood with mother-of-pearl tablets. The 
lid is partly made of glass, the interior contains 5 sewing tools 
(golden metal thimble and two small rounds needle and pin 
cushions). L: 15.4 cm, W: 13.7 cm, H: 8 cm. France, c. 1850.

Rectangular box in black lacquered wood with 5 silver sewing 
tools (thimble, scissors, needle case, stiletto and ribbon 
threader). L: 15 cm, W: 11 cm, H: 7.5 cm. Second half of the 
XIXth C.

Mahogany rectangular case with a decorated leather lid (scenes 
of chivalry in silver metal under a glass dome). It contains 5 
silver tools and a silver thimble, 2 "winders". Mirror. L: 16.4 cm, 
W: 13 cm. Austria-Hungary, 1880.

Rectangular sewing box in precious wood with bronze inlays 
(accident) and central cartouche. The platter contains 5 golden 
tools and an ivory winder. We add two porcelain bottles with 
golden decorations. L: 16.5 cm, W: 11.8 cm, H: 7 cm.

Entirely painted wooden box decorated with a landscape. H: 10 
cm, L: 30 cm, W: 21.5 cm. France, 1830/1870

Lady's companion in leather in the shape of a storage box. 
Inside, we find a crystal perfume bottle in front of a mirror, 9 
golden metal sewing tools and 4 steel sewing tools. H: 12.6 cm, 
L: 6.8 cm, W: 5.9 cm. France, second half of the XIXth C.

Black lacquered wood sewing box with stylized bronze garlands 
of flowers. The lid is covered with a bronze plate which presents 
cherubs, birds and vegetation. The box presents 3 silver sewing 
tools: a thimble, scissors and a ribbon threader. L: 12.9 cm, W
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Golden bronze thimble holder/composition on white marble 
base which presents a dressed heron. H: 11 cm, D: 6.5 cm. 
France, end of the XIXth C/beg. Of the XXth C.

Sewing box in the shape of a chest of drawers in marquetry. It 
presents three silver sewing tools, a thimble and two small 
crystal bottles. L: 29.5 cm, W: 15 cm, H: 16 cm. France, 1870. 
Private collection.

Mahogany sewing box with a very nice green velvet and yellow 
satin interior. We find 4 silver instruments, 2 needles, two 
crystal bottles, a needle cushion and two golden metal thread 
reels. L: 27.5 cm, W: 22 cm, H: 13 cm. France, circa 1850.

Leather barrels (one black, the other brown) with a silver 
interior. It contains pins, a thimble, two silver thread reels. 
Dimension: 5 cm. United Kingdom, circa 1870.

Lot of two thimble boxes. One contains 40 silver and silver-gilt 
thimbles, the other contains 7 ‘Fables de la Fontaine' thimbles 
which can be sold separately (120/150 each). France.

Lot of 5 thimble boxes in wood, papier mâché or cardboard. 
They are rectangular, square or round.

Rectangular casket containing two enameled mandarin silver 
fingernail protectors. Probably Chinese.

Lot of thimbles and their caskets (usually in cardboard or wood 
covered in velvet or leather). We add two thimble displays 
(small Charles Horner cushion and Dorcas thimble display). We 
include a gold and a silver thimble to this lot. End of the XIXth 
C, b

Rectangular lady's companion in wood covered in purple leather 
and gold decorations. Contains steel a thimble, scissors, a 
needle case, a stiletto, a ribbon threader, a small pencil, a 
perfume flask and a mirror. H: 7.6 cm, L: 7.7 cm, W: 4.5 cm. c. 
1850.

Important leather lady's companion with gold metal and bronze 
structure. It presents scenes of gallantry and opens laterally in 
two parts which contain steel tools and a small mirror. H: 19 cm, 
W: 6.3 cm, L: 11.6 cm.

Lady's companion with rectangular wood structure covered in 
leather. Decorated with a painted wood cherub. It contains a 
thimble, scissors, a needle case, a stiletto in silver and a stiletto 
in bone, a ribbon threader and a perfume flask. H: 8.5 cm, L: 7
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Lady's companion with rectangular wood structure covered in 
leather. Decorated with a painted wood cherub. It contains a 
thimble, scissors, a needle case, a stiletto in silver and a stiletto 
in bone, a ribbon threader and a perfume flask. H: 8.5 cm, L: 7

Rectangular classic lady's companion in leather and golden 
garlands. It contains a silver thimble, a needle holder, a stiletto, 
scissors. H: 9.8 cm, W: 4.2 cm, L: 5.7 cm.

Octagonal lady's companion with wooden structure covered in 
leather. Decorated with a brass oval cartouche representing a 
musical allegory. It contains the usual sewing tools and two 
perfume bottles. H: 8.8 cm, L: 10 cm, W: 7.4 cm. Second half of 
the XIX

Lady's companion with wooden structure covered in leather with 
horizontal ivory strips. It contains 4 steel sewing tools and a little 
mirror. H: 6.4 cm, W: 4.5 cm, L: 12.2 cm.

Cylindrical lady's companion in sculpted wood. Its top is 
decorated with an ensemble of leaves. It contains a steel 
thimble and 6 sewing tools. H: 10.7 cm, D: 5.4 cm. Austria, end 
of the XIXth C – beg. of the XXth C.

Rectangular lady's companion in wood covered in leather. It 
contains the usual sewing tools and two perfume flasks. H: 7.7 
cm, L: 10 cm, W: 5.6 cm. c. 1850.

Rectangular lady's companion in wood covered in leather with 
bronze and ivory decorations. It contains 11 steel tools, a mirror 
and 2 crystal bottles. H: 10.4 cm, W: 5.4 cm, L: 8.4 cm.

Rectangular lady's companion in wood covered in leather with 
golden bronze strips. It contains 4 steel tools. H: 9.2 cm, sides: 
4.8 cm.

Cylindrical lady's companion with wooden structure, covered in 
leather. It has the shape of a horseshoe. Decorated with steel 
nails. The lid's interior contains a parchment. Usual sewing tools 
in steel with a perfume bottle. H: 10.5 cm. L: 5.5 cm. W: 6.6

Rectangular lady's companion in wood covered in leather with 
round corners. It contains the usual sewing tools, in steel, a 
perfume bottle and a mirror. H: 10 cm, L: 8 cm, W: 5 cm. 
Second half of the XIXth C.

Lady's companion with varnished wood cylindrical structure. In 
the shape of a barrel. It contains 7 polished steel tools. D: 5 cm, 
H: 9.8 cm.
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Small lady's companion with wood structure covered in leather. 
It contains a steel thimble, two wooden thread reels, scissors in 
steel and three sewing tools in bone (a needle ribbon, a stiletto 
and a needle case). L: 8.5 cm when closed. 18 cm when open.

Cylindrical lady's companion in varnished wood in the shape of 
a barrel. Steel elements. Diverse sewing elements. H: 8.7 cm, 
D: 5 cm. Second half of the XIXth C.

Cylindrical lady's companion covered in leather. It contains the 
usual sewing tools and a button hook and stiletto in ivory. H: 8 
cm, D: 4.3 cm. c. 1850.

Rectangular wooden lady's companion in the shape of a chest. 
Brass edges and cartouche on the lid. The velvet interior 
presents the usual sewing tools, in steel. Central needle 
cushion. H: 10 cm, L: 11.6 cm, W: 7 cm. Germany, second half 
of the XIXth C.

Lady's companion with wooden structure, covered in leather. It 
presents 8 sewing tools, a perfume flask and a mother-of-pearl 
penknife. Original piece. H: 13 cm, L: 10.5 cm, W: 6.5 cm. 
United Kingdom, c. 1880.

Lady's companion in the shape of a barrel, in leather. It is 
circled with golden bronze rings and presents 5 golden metal 
tools and a crystal bottle. D: 7 cm, H: 12 cm.

Lady's companion in the shape of a tower. In leather with a 
brass closing system. It presents a monogram and contains a 
music box. We find 10 usual sewing tools (5 in steel and 5 in 
bone). H: 16 cm, L: 10 cm, W: 10 cm. France, end of the XIXth 
C-beg. of t

Small rectangular lady's companion with wooden structure 
covered in leather with a closing system in golden metal. It 
contains usual sewing tools. H: 7.4 cm, L: 3 cm, W: 3.5 cm. 
Second half of the XIXth C.

Lot of 9 cardboard boxes for thimbles and needles. Illustrated 
with flower bouquets, churches, allegories of beauty and 
gardens. United Kingdom and Germany, c. 1900/1920

Important lot of diverse modern sewing kits. Generally in plastic 
or in synthetic material, sometimes in leather or in synthetic 
leather. Usually from the UK, XXth C.

Oriental black lacquered sewing table. It presents an important 
number of compartments amongst which 4 present lids. They 
contain a thimble and sewing tools all in sculpted ivory. 
Underneath the table is a sliding tablet which presents a cloth 
bag when
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Oriental lacquered sewing table. It presents an important 
number of compartments amongst which 4 present lids. They 
contain a thimble and sewing tools all in sculpted ivory. 
Underneath the table is a sliding tablet which presents a cloth 
bag when pulled

Oriental black lacquered sewing table. It presents an important 
number of compartments amongst which 4 present lids. They 
contain a thimble and sewing tools all in sculpted ivory. 
Underneath the table is a sliding tablet which presents a cloth 
bag when

Black painted sewing table decorated with gold. The sewing 
tools are presented in the blue silk padded lid around a 
rectangular mirror: a silver thimble, scissors, a needle case, a 
stiletto, 4 button hooks and a penknife in bone. The body 
presents 4 comp

Wooden sewing table in the Louis XV style. Platter in copper 
and tin marquetry. The drawer is finely sculpted and the golden 
bronze feet are sculpted as well. Stamped in Paris. H: 76.5 cm, 
L: 57 cm, W: 40 cm. France, c. 1880-1900.

Small black painted sewing table with golden decorations. Only 
one big compartment covered in red velvet. Presents a mirror. 
H: 63 cm, L: 39.5 cm, W: 30.5 cm. Napoleon III. France, second 
half of the XIXth C.

Sewing table in wood with various sewing tools. W: 39 cm, L: 60 
cm, H: 65 cm. Second half of the XXth C.

Sewing table in twisted rope and cloth. H: 86 cm, L: 46 cm, W: 
31 cm. First half of the XXth C.

Wooden sewing box on feet. H: 69 cm, L: 41 cm, W: 26 cm. 
Second half of the XXth C.

Wooden sewing box on feet. H: 62 cm, L: 45 cm, W: 26 cm. 
Second half of the XXth C.

Screen with two panels. Wood structure and cloth with flowery 
decoration. They present diverse button hooks and pockets 
designed for the sewing tools and thread reels. A hinged tablet 
allows one to work on a flat surface. H: 1 m, W (panels): 38.5 
cm.

Important lot of sewing baskets in wicker and rope, wood and 
plastic. Some sewing tools are presented in the lid's interior 
part.
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Ebony and rosewood sewing box with red tortoise scales and 
golden bronze. The open box presents a theater décor and the 
front part opens in two parts which give access to a flat drawer. 
It contains golden bronze tools and two crystal bottles. H: 16 
cm, L:

Acutrudium, XI-XVth C.

Lot of 4 copper thimbles. North of France, XVIIIth C.

Showcase in varnished wood and 11 glass shelves. It presents 
an assortment (260 thimbles) of the Brüder Settmacher thimble 
production (Wien, XIXth). H: 51.5 cm, W: 45 cm, D: 8 cm. 
Netherlands, 1997. We join the related book.

Mural sewing kit in varnished wood. W: 16 cm, H: 20 cm. Beg.of 
the XXth C.

H. RUMPS & SÖHNE IN 
ALIENA

Showcases with samples of the "H. RUMPS & SÖHNE IN 
ALIENA" collection of rings and thimbles. L: 65 cm, W: 41 cm. 
Germany, 1860/1880

Lot of small cylindrical sewing kits mainly in wood or in synthetic 
material. United Kingdom, XXth C.

Important lot of small thimble holders in the shape of baskets, 
purses, barrels or champagne corks (coquilla nut, golden 
bronze, varnished wood, celluloid), of sculpted twisted wooden 
thimble holders, of small thimble holders in the shape of chests 
(coppe

Lot of wood sewing kits in the shape of acorns, barrels and 
small cedar boxes. XXth C.

Lot of 2 sewing kits, one in bakelite with scissors, one in steel in 
an Art Nouveau style with three steel tools (thimble, scissors, 
small knife).

Very rare 'triboulet' for thimbles.

Surprising item in silver with a screwed thimble and a fire stone. 
Engraved brand "LIPANA DRGM". Used as a sewing tool but 
also as a lighter. L: 10.5 cm, D: 1.5 cm. Unknown origin.

Lot of three rectangular sewing boxes, two in metal and one in 
plastic. XXth C.

Lot of 6 small thimble-holders in the shape of cylindrical boxes. 
Floral decorations. Five are in Sterling Silver (925 °/°°) and one 
in plated metal. Each is accompanied with a silver thimble. H: +- 
3 cm. W(1): 12.7 g, W(2): 13.3 g, W(3): 11.5 g, W(4)

Very important lot which includes: thimble boxes or caskets 
(wood, cardboard or plastic) and various thimbles in their 
original packaging. XXth C.
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Precious wood sewing box in the shape of a piano on 5 feet. 
The white keys are in ivory. Music box under the sewing platter. 
L: 29.5 cm, W: 20 cm, H: 17.5 cm. France, mid XIXth C.

Precious wood sewing box in the shape of a piano. The sewing 
platter, embroidered with silver threads, contains 12 sewing 
tools: a glass bottle with silver cork, a thimble, 6 tools in silver 
and 4 "winders" in mother of pearl. L: 29 cm, W: 18.5 cm, H: 1

Wood sewing box of which the lid is decorated with a mosaic of 
different woods. It holds diverse sewing tools around a central 
cushion. L: 30.5 cm, W: 22.5 cm, H: 11 cm. United Kingdom, 
1890/1910

Lot of three rectangular sewing boxes in wood with diverse 
sewing tools.

Rectangular sewing box in burr walnut on four ivory feet. 5 silver 
tools. H: 5 cm, L: 17 cm, W: 11 cm. Netherlands.

Lot of two heart-shaped sewing boxes, one in red velvet on 
wooden structure (circled with silver) with a silver thimble holder 
and thimble in its center (Austria, XIXth C) and one in leather 
decorated with garlands of flowers and musical symbols. It 
holds

Rosewood rectangular sewing box with removable mirror. It 
contains diverse compartments for 5 pink gold tools (14 Kt – 
585°/°°). Hallmark: oak leaf, Netherlands. Silversmith: Wed. 
G.J. HUYSSEN, Amsterdam. L: 28.3 cm, W: 19 cm, H: 8.7 cm, 
GW: 20.8 g. Nethe

Rectangular box in precious wood with mother-of-pearl 
incrustations. Silky covering of the lid's inside. It contains 18 
compartments for the sewing tools. L: 26.7 cm, W: 19 cm, H: 
11.2 cm. United Kingdom, 2nd half of the XIXth C.

Rectangular sewing box which is also a writing box. The inside 
of the lid is in red silk. The superior platter, covered in red silk, 
presents 6 compartments, two cushions and a needle holder. 
The writing box presents 3 compartments for the writing tools.

Rectangular sewing box with two uses: the first platter contains 
the sewing tool whereas the other two contain storage 
compartments. The superior platter presents 3 equal 
compartments, the second one of which contains spaces for 7 
sewing tools: an ivory
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549

150 200

550

200 250

551
150 200

552

350 400

553

200 300

554
100 120

555

150 200

556 BERTHET & PERET

7000 7500

557
200 300

558

300 400

559

300 350

Rectangular sewing box in precious wood. It presents 6 sewing 
tools, including 5 in silver-gilt: golden metal scissors, a needle 
case, a stiletto and two ribbon threaders. We add a small 
mother-of-pearl plaque, a glass perfume bottle (missing cork), 
and t

Varnished painted wood sewing box in the shape of an open 
fan. The sewing platter presents 4 silver tools (amongst which, 
a crystal bottle and a thimble). H: 8 cm, L: 22.5 cm, W: 16 cm. 
France.

Lot of 3 sewing boxes, two in walnut and one in cardboard and 
wood covered in paper. They contain various sewing tools.

Wooden sewing box with bronze handle. The interior of the lid 
presents a mirror. It contains a needle cushion, 4 mother-of-
pearl thread reels, silver-gilt scissors, a stiletto, a needle case 
and a thimble, 4 winders in mother-of-pearl, a glass flask. L: 2

Black lacquered sewing box decorated with flowers and birds 
and mother-of-pearl inlays. Contains a multitude of ivory sewing 
tools. L: 33.8 cm, W: 25.5 cm, H: 15 cm. China, mid. XIXth C.

Lot of 4 sewing boxes in wood which contain diverse sewing 
tools. Mid XXth C.

Lot of two rectangular sewing boxes in precious wood with 
bronze inlays. They contain the usual sewing tools (some in 
steel, silver and bone). End of the XIXth C.

Important rectangular walnut sewing box which belonged to and 
is decorated with the arms of the Marquis Arnould de Ranst de 
Berchem, Marquis de Saint Brisson. The edges and corners are 
reinforced by bronze parts and the bronze handles can

Lot of two rectangular wooden sewing boxes with the usual 
sewing tools. One of them is branded Palais Royal.

Palais Royal. Rectangular sewing box in precious wood with 
garlands decorations on the lid. It contains 4 mother-of-pearl 
winders and 5 silver tools: a thimble, scissors, a stiletto, a 
ribbon threader and a needle box. L: 19.8 cm, W: 10.2 cm, H: 
7.5 cm.

Rectangular sewing box in wooden marquetry with geometric 
patterns and a music box. The sewing platter presents a thimble 
and four silver instruments. L: 31.2 cm, W: 19.6 cm, H: 14 cm. 
End of the XIXth C.
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560

300 350

561

30 50

562
400 450

563
30 50

564

300 400

565

200 250

566

400 600

567

200 300

568
150 200

569

300 350

Multiform sewing box with rectangular base and trapezoidal 
sides, in precious wood. The lid is beautifully made with a 
copper ring and light wood inlays in the shape of flowers. The 
lid's interior presents a mirror. The mobile sewing platter 
contains a ne

Walnut sewing box in the shape of a basket constructed in two 
parts. Engraved and painted sewing tools on both lids. Usual 
sewing tools. L: 22.5 and 18.3 cm, W: 15.5 and 13.2 cm, H: 8.5 
and 6 cm. Italy, 1910.

Multiform sewing box in thuya with a porcelain plate on the lid. 
Vermeil, mother-of-pearl and silver instruments. L: 26 cm, W: 
18 cm. Paris, mid XIXth C.

Lot of two rectangular sewing boxes in wood (one is covered 
with leather). Bone and steel sewing tools. First half of the XXth 
C.

Octogonal sewing box with brown structure covered in leather 
and decorated with garlands and golden patterns. The 
removable sewing platter presents 8 silver-gilt instruments. L: 
21 cm, W: 13 cm, H: 6.5 cm. France, mid XIXth C.

Octogonal sewing box with brown structure covered in leather 
and decorated with garlands and golden patterns. The 
removable sewing platter presents 8 silver-gilt instruments. L: 
24 cm, W: 15 cm, H: 7 cm. France, mid XIXth C.

Rectangular sewing box in black lacquered wood with bronze 
and multicolored stone inlays. The sewing platter presents 2 
golden metal bobbins, 7 silver-gilt tools (Hallmark: boar's head, 
Paris end of the XIXth C): a gold thimble, scissors, stiletto, 
needl

Rectangular sewing box in precious wood decorated with 
bronze and ivory. It is empty and presents 15 compartments for 
the sewing tools. L: 29.5 cm, W: 21.5 cm, H: 12.5 cm. Second 
half of the XIXth C.

Rectangular sewing box in wood covered in paper. It contains 
an ensemble of bone and steel sewing tools. L: 23.7 cm, W: 
15.2 cm, H: 5 cm.

Black lacquered wooden sewing box in the shape of a cabinet. 
Bronze, scales and ivory inlays. It holds a thimble and three 
sewing tools in silver-gilt as well as two crystal bottles and a 
needle and pin cushion. Diverse small compartments. H: 21.5 
cm, L:
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570 THERESIA

200 300

571

250 300

572

500 600

573
250 300

574

250 280

575

350 400

576

200 250

577

400 500

578
300 350

579

200 300

Sewing box in the shape of a piano. It presents a needle and 
pin cushion and contains 7 sewing tools and a penknife with 
bone handle. L: 25 cm, W: 15.5 cm, H: 12 cm.

Rectangular sewing box covered in velvet and decorated with 
golden arabesques. The front part, which can be lowered down, 
presents 5 silver sewing tools and a thread spool. The box in 
itself presents a sewing machine for children. H: 17.5 cm, L: 
14.5 cm,

Wood casket of which the lid is decorated with a painted 
pastoral scene. It presents an inside mirror, 9 silver sewing tools 
in the Biedermeyer style and two pin and needle cushions. L: 
21.5 cm, W: 15.5 cm, H: 3.5 cm. Austria, 1850.

Round sewing box in painted wood which presents 4 silver 
sewing tools. D: 13 cm, H: 7.5 cm. circa 1850.

Sewing box in silvery metal (WMF). The sewing platter reveals 
5 silvery metal sewing tools and a thimble underneath a satin 
cushion. L: 20 cm, W: 13.1 cm, H: 20 cm. France, Louis XV 
Style, 1890.

Rosewood sewing box in the shape of a piano with bronze 
inlays. The lid presents a scene of cherubs playing in plated 
metal, in relief under a glass dome. It presents 4 sewing tools 
and a silver thimble. L: 25.5 cm, W: 13.7 cm, H: 9.5 cm. Austria, 
1880.

Lot of diverse rectangular and round sewing boxes. Generally 
made out of wood, cardboard or wickerwork. Some are covered 
with leather or fabric. One is covered with seashells. They 
contain diverse sewing accessories and tools. XXth C.

Oriental black lacquered wooden sewing box. It is octagonal 
and rests on 4 feet. It presents many compartments, 4 of which 
are covered by sculpted ivory plates. The ensemble of the 
visible sewing tools is made out of sculpted ivory (4 thimbles 
and one s

An oriental black lacquered wood sewing boxes. They are 
octagonal and rest on four feet. H: 17 cm, L: 34.5 cm, W: 22 
cm. China, mid XIXth C.

Sewing box in darkened wood. One part of the lid presents 
mother-of-pearl inlays and the other, symmetrical wooden 
forms. The interior presents a "chinoiserie" type of decoration. 
L: 34 cm, W: 23.5 cm, H: 15 cm. France, c. 1850.
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580

400 500

581
150 200

582
50 80

583 GÜTTERMAN
400 600

584
300 400

585

500 600

586
200 300

587
200 300

588
600 800

589

150 180

590

300 350

591 A. DURAY

180 200

592
180 200

Sewing box in darkened wood. One part of the lid presents 
mother-of-pearl inlays and the other, symmetrical wooden 
forms. The interior presents a "chinoiserie" type of decoration. 
L: 35 cm, W: 27 cm, H: 17 cm. France, c. 1850.

Original thimble holder in crystal and translucent enamels. H: 9 
cm, D: 7 cm, L: 11 cm. XIXth C.

Lot of 6 round boxes (steel, ebony, tin, celluloid) topped with a 
needle and pin cushion. End of the XIXth – beg. of the XXth C.

Shelf on wheels with 20 drawers for silk tubes. It contains 1352 
thimbles in diverse materials. H: 1m66, L: 35 cm, W: 34 cm.

Military sewing kits from the US, UK, France and Belgium. 
Diverse content. XXth C.

Cane-dagger in varnished wood (the stick is twisted) with brass 
pommel and closing system. It contains sewing tools. A push-
button allows the steel dagger to appear (blade: 32.5 cm). The 
pommel can be unscrewed as to access the sewing kit (needle 
holder,

Cane with system for lady. Brass pommel with painted pastille 
on top. L: 88 cm, D (pommel): 4.5 cm.

Cane with system. Silver pommel, ancient lady's watch. Thimble 
holder. L: 91 cm, D (pommel): 3.5 cm.

Cane with system. Copper interior designed to receive sewing 
tools and thread reels. L: 87 cm.

Casket with wooden structure covered with leather and 
decorated with golden patterns. Signed: "L. Pécheux, Bijoutier 
Orfèvre CHATEAU THIERRY". It holds 4 silver gilt instruments. 
L : 14.2 cm. W : 7.5 cm. France.

Oval casket in golden metal with another casket in leather. 
"Howell, James & Cy, Silversmiths & Jewellers to Her Majesty". 
It holds a gold thimble (which can be sold separately, 150), a 
crystal perfume bottle and 4 golden sewing instruments. L: 13 
cm. W:

Important casket with wooden structure and leather cover. It 
holds 5 silver-gilt tools: thimble, ribbon threader, scissors, 
needle box, stiletto. L: 15 cm, W: 7 cm. Belgium, c. 1900.

Wood casket covered in leather which holds 5 sewing tools in 
silver-gilt and silver (thimble, needle box, scissors, a stiletto, a 
ribbon threader). H: 14.5.
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593

180 200

594 JOLY-LIEGE

400 500

595
200 250

596

150 200

597

180 200

598 Lucien-Louis BOUCLIER

1000 1200

599

700 800

600
120 150

601

120 150

602 WOLFERS
300 350

603
150 180

Important rectangular casket with wooden structure covered in 
leather. Art Deco geometric patterns in red and blue. Five silver-
gilt sewing tools: thimble, scissors, needle box, stiletto and 
ribbon threader. Circa 1920-1930.

Oval leather casket with 4 silver-gilt tools: scissors, stiletto, 
needle case, ribbon threader (Hallmark: boar's head, France. 
GW: 10.2 g) and gold thimble (750°/°°, W: 4.1 g). L: 11 cm, W: 
6.5 cm. Belgium.

Oval wooden casket covered in mother-of-pearl stars around a 
bronze cartouche. It contains 5 vermeil instruments. L: 12.4 cm, 
W: 6.5 cm. France.

Rectangular papier mâché casket which imitates scales. It holds 
a thimble, a ribbon threader, scissors in enameled silver. L: 13.4 
cm, W: 9.2 cm. USA, c. 1925.

Rectangular casket with wooden structure covered in leather. It 
holds a ribbon threader, scissors, a silver thimble and a finger 
guard. L: 11.4 cm, W: 5.7 cm. Sweden, XVIIIth C.

Rectangular wooden casket covered in leather. Exceptional 
yellow gold tools ornated with pearls: a ribbon threader, 
scissors, a stiletto, a needle case, a thimble with 20 half pearls 
between two black enamels. Hallmark: eagle's head

Rectangular casket in ebony with 5 gold tools (750°/°°. 
Hallmark: eagle's head, France): thimble (engraved with a date: 
31 mai 1866), stiletto, scissors, needle case and ribbon 
threader. GW: 31.7 g, L: 11.7 cm, W: 5.2 cm.

Rectangular casket in wood covered with leather. It contains a 
thimble, a measuring tape in silver and an urn. L: 6.4 cm, W: 
4.2 cm. France, beg. XIXth C.

Rectangular casket in wood covered in papier mâché. The lid 
bears wooden garlands around a polychrome portrait of a 
young girl with a flower bouquet. Mirror and 4 Rococo silvery 
metal instruments. L: 14.2 cm, W: 8.5 cm.

Casket in wood with leather covering in the shape of a coats of 
arms. Initials GS. 7 silver-gilt sewing tools. L: 17.2 cm, W: 12.9 
cm.

Oval casket with wooden structure and leather covering. 5 
silver-glt sewing tools. L: 14.2 cm, W: 6 cm. France.
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604

400 450

605
180 200

606
180 200

607
180 200

608
100 120

609
120 150

610
180 200

611
180 200

612 Alexandre DURAY
180 200

613 Jean MISSIAEN
120 150

614
150 180

615
100 120

616
100 120

617
130 150

618
150 180

619
150 180

620
100 120

Octagonal casket covered in white shagreen. The lid is 
decorated with a portrait of a young boy circled with gold 
(750°/°°). It holds 5 Jean-Baptiste Lorillon sewing tools: 4 silver 
tools decorated with flower patterns (hallmark: boar's head, 
France) and

Trapezoidal casket in walnut with stylized vegetal bouquet in 
light wood on the lid. 4 silver-gilt instruments. L: 13 cm, W: 7 
cm. France.

Rosewood trapezoidal casket with a mother-of-pearl lozenge on 
the lid. It holds 5 silver instruments. L: 12.7 cm, W: 7 cm. 
France.

Wood casket with leather covering decorated with golden 
garlands. It holds 6 silver-gilt instruments. L: 13.6 cm, W: 9.5 
cm. France.

Rectangular casket in wood covered in paper. It holds 4 silver 
tools: a thimble, a stiletto, scissors and a needle case. L: 12.5 
cm, W: 8.5 cm.

Rectangular casket in wood covered in paper. It contains 7 
silver tools. L: 14 cm, W: 11 cm.

Oval casket in leather with inlaid silver monogram on the lid. It 
contains 4 silver tools. L: 11.5 cm, W: 6 cm.

Oval leather casket with 4 silver instruments. L: 12.5 cm, W: 5.8 
cm.

Rectangular casket in wood covered in leather. 5 silver tools. 
Brussels. L: 13 cm, W: 6.5 cm.

Oval leather casket with silver thimble and scissors. L: 10.5 cm, 
W: 4.6 cm.

Trapezoidal leather casket with 5 silver tools. L: 5.8 cm, W: 8.3 
cm.

Rectangular casket in wood covered in synthetic leather. It 
contains a silver thimble and scissors. L: 12.5 cm, W: 6.5 cm.

Rectangular casket in wood covered in synthetic leather. It 
contains a silver thimble and scissors. L: 15 cm, W: 7 cm.

Rectangular casket in wood covered in paper with 5 silver 
instruments. L: 13 cm, W: 7.5 cm.

Rectangular casket in wood covered in paper with 8 silver 
instruments. L: 13.8 cm, W: 12.5 cm. France.

Rectangular casket in wood covered in paper with 6 silver 
instruments. L: 14 cm, W: 9.3 cm. France.

Thiefry – TOURNAI
Rectangular casket with wooden structure and leather covering, 
the lid of which is covered with gold details. It holds 3 silver 
instruments. L: 12.4 cm, W: 7.2 cm.
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621
120 150

622
150 180

623

150 180

624
150 180

625
120 150

626
120 150

627 E. PETER
120 150

628
150 180

629
120 150

630
120 150

631

150 200

632
100 120

633
40 60

634
120 150

635
150 180

Rectangular casket in wood covered in paper with 6 silver tools 
(including 2 stilettos and a thread spool). L: 16 cm, W: 8.8 cm. 
France.

Rectangular casket in wood covered in paper with 7 silver tools 
(including a round needle holder). L: 17 cm, W: 9.8 cm. France.

Important rectangular casket with wood structure and leather 
cover. It holds 6 silver tools (thimble, ribbon threader, scissors, 
needle box, stiletto and button hook). L: 12 cm, W: 6 cm. circa 
1900.

Trapezoidal mahogany casket with light wood trapeze on the lid. 
5 silver instruments. L: 12.7 cm, W: 6.6 cm. France.

Square casket in wood covered in paper with 5 silver tools. L: 
12 cm, W: 7.7 cm.

Rectangular casket with round corners, in wood covered in 
paper. 5 silver instruments. L: 12.3 cm, W: 6.5 cm. France.

Rectangular casket with round corners, in wood covered in 
paper. 5 silver instruments. L: 11.7 cm, W: 5.8 cm. France.

Lacquered dark wood casket with bronze details. It holds 5 
silver instruments. L: 12.7 cm, W: 7.4 cm. France.

Rectangular casket in wood covered in synthetic leather. It 
holds 4 silver instruments. L: 14 cm, W: 8 cm.

Trapezoidal casket covered in synthetic leather. It holds 6 silver 
tools. Base: 9 cm.

Rectangular casket with round corners and bronze structure. 
Decorative bronze handle. Sewing platter covered with a silky 
fabric holds 6 silver tools: a thimble, a stiletto, 2 ribbon 
threaders, a needle case and scissors. L: 12 cm, W: 7.5 cm. 
France, cir

Rectangular casket in wood covered in paper. It holds 3 silver 
tools. L: 12.5 cm, W: 6.5 cm.

Casket in the shape of a heart, in cardboard. It holds a silver 
scissors, a cushion and a silver thimble. L: 12 cm, W; 11.5 cm. 
USA, 1900.

Trapezoidal casket with wooden structure and leather covering. 
It holds 5 silver instruments. L: 13.9 cm, W: 7.5 cm. France.

Oval casket in lacquered dark wood. Bronze cartouche in the 
middle of the lid. 5 silver tools. L: 12.5 cm, W: 6.6 cm. France.
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636
200 250

637
80 100

638

100 150

639
100 120

640

120 150

641
100 120

642

100 150

643 P. LIVENS
100 120

644
120 150

645
120 150

646
100 120

647
80 100

648
200 250

649
100 120

650

1500 1600

Mappin & Webb Ltd
Rectangular casket in wood covered in canvas. It holds 3 
needle packs, 6 silver instruments. L: 23.5 cm, W: 11.5 cm. 
United Kingdom.

Small sewing kit covered in leather with 4 sewing tools and one 
golden steel thimble. L: 8 cm, W: 5.5 cm. Offered to a young girl 
for her catholic communion.

Sewing casket with 7 chiseled silver tools (Hallmark: 800°/°°, 
Portugal). The scissors are in plated metal and steel. GW: 39 g, 
W: 12.5 cm, H: 14.5 cm. France, 1900-1910.

Casket with wooden structure covered in papier mâché, in the 
shape of a window. 5 silver sewing tools. W: 9 cm, H: 13.8 cm. 
France, 1906-1909.

Casket with wooden structure covered in papier mâché, in the 
shape of a window with round corners. 8 silver sewing tools. W: 
19.7 cm, H: 14.5 cm. France, 1900-1910.

Rectangular casket in resin with 5 silver tools. L: 12 cm, W: 7 
cm.

Lot of three caskets, one in leather with 5 steel sewing tools and 
one in dark lacquered wood with bronze inlays in the lid. It holds 
5 steel sewing tools as well. The third one is in wood covered in 
paper and holds 5 silvery metal sewing tools.

Oval casket in synthetic leather with 3 silver tools. L: 13.5 cm, 
W: 8 cm.

Casket with wooden structure covered in leather with gold 
patterns. It holds 5 silver instruments. L: 15.3 cm, W: 7.3 cm. 
France.

Rectangular casket in wood covered in paper. It holds 5 silver 
tools. L: 12 cm, W: 7.4 cm.

Rectangular leather casket with 3 silver tools. L: 12 cm, W: 6.5 
cm.

Rectangular casket in wood covered in paper with 3 silver tools. 
L: 10.5 cm, W: 8 cm.

Lot of 9 caskets with diverse sewing tools in steel or plastic. 
They are generally in wood covered with paper or leather. Mid 
XXth C.

Hexagonal casket in wood covered in paper with 4 silver 
instruments. L: 18.5 cm, W: 14.5 cm.

Lot of 20 gold thimbles: bearing either French or Dutch 
hallmarks from mid XIXth century to beginning of XXth century: 
17 are 18 karat gold (total weight: 83 g), 2 are 14 karat gold 
(total weight: 11,9 g) and 1 is 9 karat gold (weight: 2,9 g). One 
Open-en
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651 Ebony sewing kit for men with steel nails. Steel sewing tools.
40 50

652 Leather casket with silver-gilt tools (France, 1860/1888).
200 220

653
200 250

654
100 150

Simonis Orfèvre

Oval ivory case with monogram on the lid. It holds 5 vermeil 
instruments (hallmark: wild boar's head). L: 11 cm, W: 5 cm. 
France, circa 1860.

Rectangular ivory case with silver thimble and scissors 
(hallmark: wild boar's head). L: 7,5 cm, W: 4 cm. France, circa 
1860.
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